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AbstractA formal method for speci�cation of CSCW applications is suggested and its use forspeci�cation of the distributed multi-user editor Iris is shown in the report. We specifythe interface layer of Iris, some elements of the access layer for its central part - struc-ture editor - and some external components as an audio-video conferencing tool and anelectronic mailer. We also show how a social protocol supported in a CSCW applicationcan be considered in a formal speci�cation and give methodological guidelines for the useof the method. Except the disadvantage that interfaces cannot be created dynamically,the proposed formal method based on the combination of CADT (Concurrent AbstractData Types) and DistTL (Distributed Temporal Logic) is proved to be appropriate forspeci�cation of Iris.Keywords: CSCW, Distributed Systems, Distributed Multi-User Editor, FormalSpeci�cation, Concurrent Abstract Data Types, Temporal Logic
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Chapter 1Introduction1.1 Aims of the researchThe concept of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) has been created todescribe integration of computer communication and collaborative group work. In thelast �ve years, a lot of research has been done in this �eld. The conducted research wasmostly dedicated to multidisciplinary studies of group communication and collaboration,architectural models of CSCW systems and development of general groupware concepts.Not much work has been dedicated to formal speci�cation of CSCW systems. Formalmethods have generally been proved to be successfully used in di�erent phases of softwareengineering, from requirements speci�cation to automated testing. If applied, they couldsimplify also the development of CSCW applications and improve quality of their services.CSCW applications can be constructed either from scratch or from existing compo-nents. Recently, the second approach is mostly used to provide exible CSCW systems[Berry96, Dew96, Dou96]. However, a formal method for speci�cation of CSCW ap-plications should be usable for both approaches, since new components or some partsof applications even based on a few existing components are still created from scratch.Construction from exisiting components could be simpli�ed if a unique formal descrip-tion of available components would be available where only properties would be speci�edwithout details of implementation. Besides providing an unambigous description of com-ponents which in an informal way cannot be given, on this formal basis can be checkedif the components can work together.For formal speci�cation of CSCW applications, we selected a combination of CADT(Concurrent Abstract Data Types) and DistTL (Distributed Temporal Logic). Theadvantage of this combination is the possibility to specify three di�erent views of adistributed application:� architectural view of interfaces for components and replications described by thearchitecture of the speci�cation,� the view of behaviour of the system and users described by temporal logic rules,1



� the view of data described by abstract data types.The usability and speci�cation strength of new formal methods or use of existing onesare often tested by applying a method for speci�cation of existing applications. This isalso the aim of our research presented in this report. Such an approach has also beenused for testing the suitability of LOTOS for speci�cation of CSCW applications (Rekersand Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper [Rek96]).1.2 Motivation for selecting Iris as an exampleA testing use of a method can only give results which can be trusted if an exampleof a real CSCW application is complex enough and requires speci�cation of di�erentaspects. We selected the multi-user editor Iris as an example, since we want to specifythe following aspects of user interaction and cooperation in a CSCW application:1. user actions and the resulting external behaviour of the system,2. combination of synchronous and asynchronous communication,3. involvement of di�erent communication media,4. cooperation between users and cooperation awareness,5. involvement of a social protocol,6. provision of a �nal version of a document based on agreement of all involved users.While the �rst three aspects are important in speci�cation of a multi-user interfacefor any distributed multimedia application, the latter three are typical for CSCW appli-cations.In the next chapter, we explain reasons for adoption of the suggested approach.Sections 2.3 to 2.6 of chapter 2 describe theoretical background for our method and de�nethe main constructs. The theoretical description is illustrated in chapter 3 by a practicalspeci�cation example of a multi-user interface for a distributed editor. In chapter 4, wepropose a methodology for the use of the method and discuss the possibilites to supportthe use by software tools and to improve its clarity. In the conclusion, we summarizeour results and give some directions for future work.
2



Chapter 2Speci�cation method2.1 RequirementsConsidering the properties of CSCW environments and applications, the following re-quirements can be de�ned for a formal speci�cation method which could appropriatelydescribe these properties and be used in design and development of a CSCW application:(1) Since the users of CSCW systems are often distributed in time and/or in space, mul-tiuser systems in CSCW environments are naturally considered to be distributedsystems (cf. [Elli91]). The method should therefore depict the distributed natureof the interface.(2) For the same reason, it has to be able to express temporal relations and concurrencybetween actions.(3) It has to be able to specify properties of reactive systems as for example livenessconditions, because most CSCW applications are reactive.(4) To provide an abstract de�nition of structural elements of group activities [Dol91],types of cooperative actions should be di�ered in the interface speci�cation (actionsexchanging information between a user and the system, and actions supportingcommunication between users).(5) Although we agree with Smith and Rodden [Smi93, Smi95] that access controlin a CSCW system could not only be described by a pure social protocol, thespeci�cation method should also o�er a minimal possibility to specify cooperationpartly based on social rules.(6) Since CSCW applications are usually multimedia applications, it should be able tospecify di�erent media involved.(7) For construction of CSCW applications from components, it should provide com-positionality. 3



(8) It should describe di�erent views of an application: view of behaviour, view ofarchitecture, and view of data.(9) The possibility to describe only properties of the application independent of howit is executed should be given.(10) Finally, the speci�cation method should abstract the speci�ed objects and theirproperties only to a level of abstraction which still allows clarity and conciseness.The use of the method for speci�cation of multiuser interfaces for CSCW environ-ments implies some further requirements:(11) The method has to be behavioural [Hart90], describing behaviour both of the usersand the interface as they interact with each other, and should be able to expressall user and system behaviour which is observable by an external observer.(12) Further di�erentiation of actions should be provided: between user actions andsystem (computer) actions.After the related research and motivation for the suggested approach, we present inthe next section an algebraic formal speci�cation method. Trying to meet the de�nedrequirements, the method was developed by Frey and Pu�cko and proposed in [Frey97].The version described in this report contains some minor improvements of the originalmethod which introduce stronger di�erentiation of action types and parties executingactions. The actions may be of cooperative or noncooperative type and executed by auser or the system.The method is based on enhancement and combination of two existing formal speci�-cation approaches: abstract data types and temporal logic. While an algebraic approachto description of CSCW applications and user interfaces is not new, the combination ofthese two approaches for speci�cation of CSCW applications has not, to our knowledge,been described in the literature yet.2.2 Related work and motivation2.2.1 Formal methods for speci�cation of CSCW applicationsSeveral formal techniques, approaches and methods can be found in the literature whichhave been proposed for speci�cation and development of applications for CSCW envi-ronments.For speci�cation of distributed multimedia systems in general, Fischer proposed theuse of the standardized formal description technique Estelle with real-time extensions[Fisch96a, Fisch96b]. The semantics of the Real-Time Estelle was de�ned using a �rst-order temporal logic with time variables similar to Real-Time Temporal Logic (RTTL) of4



Ostro� [Ost90]. Kleuker et al. suggested the speci�cation language SL for speci�ca-tion and extensible design of multi-user multimedia systems [Kleu95, Kleu96a, Kleu96b].The language is based on �nite automata extended with variables. In addition, theyo�ered a set of formal transformations which allow to extend an existing functionalityof the system by means of adding new traces without entering deadlocks. They also dis-cussed the relationship and transformation possibilities between the languages SL andSDL together with MSC [ITU-T93, ITU-T94].Cooperation and cooperative agents were speci�ed byDiaz, Villemur and Vernadatin VAL, a Petri net based description of dynamic agents [Diaz96]. The VAL speci�edbehaviour was used to verify dynamic behaviour of a cooperative group in time accordingto entries and exits of users. Afterwards, the VAL description was translated into anEstelle description. Petri net extensions have also been sucessfully used for descriptionof workow management systems (van de Aalst, van Hee and Houben [Aalst94],Agostini, de Michelis and Petruni [Ago94]).For speci�cation of asynchronous group communication, Benford and Palme usedan object oriented model to model groups exchaning information in an asynchronousway [Benf93]. Synchronous group communication was often speci�ed in the standardizedlanguage LOTOS [ISO89]. Kerbrat and Atallah suggested in [Kerb95] an approachwhere architecture and components of a CSCW application are �rst described in COOP-SCAN and after that translated in LOTOS. Each component from the initial descriptionis represented by a LOTOS process. Structured (with prede�ned communication pathsamong group members) or unstructured (without prede�ned paths) synchronous com-munication can be speci�ed. Rekers and Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper [Rek96] combinedLOTOS speci�cation with speci�cation by abstract data types in the way that the lawsof operations for a particular data type are speci�ed inside of LOTOS processes. Themethod does not structure communication.A part of Iris functionality in combination with the functionality of the asynchronousactivity support systemTACTS was formally described byTeege and Borgho� [Teeg93]using �nite state automata. The combined state automaton describes the main user in-terface for document objects.The mentioned approaches mostly concentrate on speci�cation of the executional viewof CSCW applications. The view of properties is partly considered by Fischer [Fisch96a]in Real-Time Estelle semantics and by Rekers and Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper [Rek96] usingabstract data types. Except the approach of Kleuker et al. [Kleu95], the approaches alsohave in common that they do not o�er a precise methodology how a formal speci�cationof a CSCW application can be constructed from an informal one. However, some of themare well supported by software tools, especially the approaches of Kerbrat and Atallah[Kerb95], and Diaz et al. [Diaz96].2.2.2 Formal methods for speci�cation of multi-user interfacesAlthough several formal methods for description of user interfaces can be found in litera-ture, they were mostly not created for speci�cation of interfaces in CSCW environments.5



A very interesting approach is the UAN technique o�ered byHartson, Siochi and Hix[Hart90]. It is behavioural, easily usable for interface structure de�nition and able toexpress concurrency and temporal relations between actions, but it was created only fordescription of single-user interfaces. Chi [Chi85] presented four di�erent axiomatic ap-proaches to single-user interface speci�cation which involve to some degree the notion ofdata abstractions. One of them can deal with concurrency in interaction. The method ofWhite [Whit90] based on Petri nets can be considered as well suited for development ofmulti-user interfaces, particularly for speci�cation of temporal relations. Its disadvantageis, however, its system-oriented character concentrating on time and use of system re-sources and not precisely specifying interaction between users and the system. Johnson,Diaper and Hammond [John91] extended a �rst order logic with temporal orderingto analyze concurrency and contention between multiple users of shared resources. Theirmethod can generally be applied in groupware design, but it does not explicitly coverspeci�cation of CSCW aspects (types of actions, for example).Some approaches are object-oriented. Shen and Dewan [Shen92] proposed a formalspeci�cation method based on sets of objects which can e�ciently characterize collabora-tive properties of a system, Its purpose is mainly to specify the aspects of user interfacesrelated to access control. Smith and Rodden [Smi93, Smi95] also used sets of ob-jects in a rather nonstrictly formal manner. Bing and Li [Bing97] de�ned a layeredstructure of a CSCW application. The upper three layers are interactive and consist ofobjects communicating with other objects in the same, higher or lower layer. Anotherformal approach was o�ered by Graham and Urnes [Grah92] where user interfaceswere speci�ed in the declarative language RVL by relations between program data struc-tures and views on a display. The mentioned approaches also used several interestingCSCW concepts of interface design and coupling which we have adopted in the designof our speci�cation method by merging and expressing them in a more formal way. Thegeneralized editing model of collaboration where users interact with a collaborative ap-plication by concurrently editing its data structures we adopted from [Shen92], whilethe principle of collaboration aware components of a multi-user interface has alreadybeen used in [Smi93]. The idea of distributed implementation of interfaces which haveto be previously speci�ed separately from application programs was o�ered in [Grah92].Jacquot and Quesnot o�ered in [Jac97] a detailed methodology for formal speci�-cation of user interfaces in the VDM language [Jon90], very similar to the Z language[Spiv89]. Puerta [Puer97] also used a formal approach consisting of a series of declara-tive models and supported by an interactive environment for user-interface development.An overview of tools for implementing user interfaces is given in [Dew93].Models of user-system interaction can also be found in the literature. Taylor [Tayl88]represents user-system interaction as a hierarchically structured framework of commu-nication loops, each operating according to its own interaction protocols. Some othermodels are based on production systems (Bovair, Kieras and Polson [Bov90]) or ac-tion grammars (as o�ered by, for example, Reisner [Reis81], or Payne [Payne84]). Asan alternative to those two types of models, the PROCOPE semantic networks havebeen developed by Poitrenaud [Poit95]. 6



2.2.3 Reasons for selection of CADT and DistTLThe main reason for selection of CADT and DistTL is that the selected formalisms ifcombined are able to specify three important views of a distributed application: the viewsof architecture, user and system behaviour, and data. The properties of the combinationalso meet all the requirements for a formal speci�cation method de�ned in the �rstchapter. Particularly important is the ability of the method to describe only propertiesof an application without considering how it is executed. Among other algebraic methodsfor speci�cation of properties, we consider CADT and temporal logic (TL) to be muchmore appropriate than CCS or LOTOS. The description of an interface with CADT andDistTL speci�es structure and behaviour of a user interface distributed over a system.The structure of an interface is de�ned by a hierarchy of interface speci�cations and itsbehaviour is depicted by laws. Due to the mathematical basis, the temporal logic helpsto eliminate problems of simultaneous access to resources and the absence of liveness.Despite that our method based on CADT and DistTL was developed for speci�cationof applications with typical CSCW aspects, it has wider applicability for speci�cation ofdistributed multi-user multimedia applications in general.CADT di�er from abstract modules, proposed in [Kroe87a] and extended in [Less95],in the de�nition of the temporal logic and in the fact that they do not contain anyshared variables. Our distributed temporal logic is based on a partial order and de-scribes properties of the partial order without construction of global states. In this way,it is di�erent from linear temporal logic (LTL) [Kroe87b] which is the temporal logicof abstract modules, and other logics like TLA [Lam94] or concurrent temporal logics[Rei88]. Our temporal logic is similar to that described in [Knir95] except the de�ni-tion of some logic operators. It o�ers logic operators to describe much more complexbehaviour than the distributed temporal logics for speci�cation of communicating se-quential agents proposed by Lodaya, Ramanujam and Thiagarajan [Lod87, Lod92]. Ourlogic also has some similarities to the distributed �-calculus [Huhn96].2.3 Algebraic speci�cationsTo specify the structure of a CSCW application, CADT contain three main concepts:� an algebraic speci�cation de�ning abstract data types,� interface speci�cations describing properties of single (user) interfaces,� compound interface speci�cations specifying how the interface speci�cations aregrouped and working together.Algebraic speci�cation is a well-known speci�cation method ([Ehr85, Wirs90]). Inthis section we do not describe this method in detail but only recall some fundamentalsneeded for introduction of concurrent abstract data types.7



A signature is a pair � = (S;OP ) where S is a set of sort symbols, and OP is aset of operation symbols equipped with a mapping sig : OP ! S� � S. Each signature� = (S;OP ) de�nes a set of terms which are formed from free variables and operationsymbols of �. Let Xs be a set of variables of sort s and X = Ss2S Xs. The set of termsof sort s 2 S, T (�;X)s is the least set containing:� x 2 Xs, and f where f 2 OP with sig(f) = s,� f(t1; : : : tn) where f 2 OP with sig(f) = (s1; : : : sn; s), and ti 2 T (�;X)si for alli = 1 : : : n.An algebraic speci�cation SPEC = (S;OP;L) consists of a signature � = (S;OP )and a set L of laws. A �-formula is� a �-equation of the form t = t0 where t; t0 2 T (�;X)s for some s 2 S,� a conditional �-equation (l1 ^ : : : ^ ln)! l where l1; : : : ; ln; l are �-equations,� a de�nedness formula :(l1 ^ : : : ^ ln)! :Ds(t) where Ds(t) is a de�nedness pred-icate, s 2 S; t 2 T (�;X)s and l1; : : : ; ln are �-equations.A law is the universal closure 8x1 : s1 : : :8xn : sn(l) of a �-formula l where fx1 :s1; : : : ; xn : sng are all free variables of l.A �-algebra A consists of an S-sorted family of nonempty domains (As)s2S and anoperation fA : As1 � : : :�Asn ! As for each f 2 OP with sig(f) = (s1; : : : ; sn; s).An assignment of �-variables X to a �-algebra A is a mapping ass : X ! A withass(x) 2 As i� x 2 Xs. ass is canonically extended to ass� : T (�;X) ! A, inductivelyde�ned by ass�(x) = ass(x) for x 2 X and ass�(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = fA(ass�(t1); : : : ; ass�(tn))for f 2 OP .For any �-algebra A, assignment ass, and �-formula l, the relation \A satis�es lw.r.t. ass" (A; ass j= l) is de�ned as follows:� A; ass j= t = t0 i� ass�(t) = ass�(t0).� A; ass j= Ds(t) i� ass�(t) is de�ned in A.� A; ass j= :l i� not A; ass j= l.� A; ass j= (l1 ^ l2) i� A; ass j= l1 and A; ass j= l2.� A; ass j= (l1! l2) i� A; ass j= l1 implies A; ass j= l2.� A; ass j= 8x : s(l0) i� A; assx j= l0 for all assignments assx : X ! A with assx(y) =ass(y) for all y 6= x and assx(x) 2 As.8



With each signature � and each set of laws L one may associate the class Alg(�; L)of all �-algebras satisfying the laws L.The initial semantics of an algebraic speci�cation is a �-algebra I 2 Alg(�; L) wherefor all A 2 Alg(�; L) a unique �-homomorphism1 from I to A exists (I is an initialalgebra in Alg(�; L)).In what follows we use the notationsort s: op1; : : : ; opn;based on sp1; : : : ; spm;opnsop1(v 11 : s 11; : : : ; v 1n : s 1n : pre cond 1) : s 1;...opk(v k1 : s k1; : : : ; v kn : s kn : pre cond k) : s k;laws x1 : s1; : : : ;xp : sp;l1; : : : ; lq;endsort sto denote a speci�cation (S;OP;L) where� S = (fsg [ Ssp1 [ : : : [ Sspm),� OP = (fop1; : : : ; opkg [OPsp1 [ : : : [OPspm),� L = (f8x1 : s1 : : :8xp : sp(li); i = 1 : : : qg [ Lsp1 [ : : : [ Lspm).2.4 Speci�cation of interfacesAn interface speci�cation de�nes the interface between a user and a CSCW applicationor between two communicating parts of the application. The user or another part ofapplication can initiate actions of an interface and get responds from the applicationwhich can be initiated by the application or other users. An interface speci�cationIS = (SPEC; V AR;ACT;LAWS; INIT ) consists of:� an algebraic speci�cation SPEC = (S;OP; L),� a set of variable symbols V AR equipped with a mapping type : V AR ! S whichassigns a type to each variable,� a set of action symbolsACT together with a mapping act sig : ACT ! S� de�ningtypes of formal parameters and a mapping pre cond which assigns to each action aa conjunction fa of equations t = t0 where t; t0 are terms of T ((S;OP ); V AR[fxi :si; si 2 act sig(a)g). The variables of fxi : si; si 2 act sig(a)g are universallyquanti�ed in fa,1A �-homomorphism maps the domains and operations of one �-algebra to those of another �-algebra in such way that the structure of the algebra is preserved.9



� a set of laws LAWS which specify the behaviour of the interface. Laws are speci�edby a temporal logic introduced in section 2.6,� a set INIT of (S;OP )-equations t = t0 where t; t0 2 T ((S;OP ); V AR [ X) andthe variables of X are universally quanti�ed. The equations of INIT specify theinitial state of the interface.Actions of an interface speci�cation may be initiated either by users or by usersand the application. If the latter is true, the set of action symbols ACT is a resultof the mapping act type sig : (ACTb� ACT PART ) ! ACT where ACTs denotes abasic set of action symbols without identi�ers of the parties involved in the interaction,and ACT PART denotes the set of party identi�ers. It may, for example, be de�ned asf \u",\s" g for action symbols \u:send" and \s:transmit", send, transmit 2 ACTb, wherethe �rst action is initiated by the user and the second by the system. Since not onlyuser but also system actions may change system states, the method integrates user andcomputer system concerns in the design of interactive systems as required by Blandfordand Duke in [Bland97]. If a system action is not the result of a particular user action, itis assumed that it has been initiated by the system spontaneously.Similarly, actions of di�erent types can be di�ered by action type identi�ers. Themapping (ACTb� ACT TY PE) ! ACT produces symbols of actions of cooperativeand noncooperative type. For send, transmit 2 ACTb with ACT TY PE = f \c",\n" gthe action symbols \c:send" and \n:transmit" may be de�ned to specify a cooperativeaction of sending, for example, a message by a user to another user, and a noncooperativeaction of transmission of this message through the system.An action in the speci�cation can contain identi�ers of both types, since the sameaction may describe interaction between a user and the system in the local interface andcooperation between users in the system-interface. This is a di�erence to an implemen-tation, where, as Dewan states in [Dew96], an interaction event often triggers a collab-oration event, and therefore two di�erent events on di�erent levels are needed. Whenboth types of identi�ers are required, the action symbol set is de�ned over the mapping(ACTb�ACT PART �ACT TY PE)! ACT , ACT = f u:c:send, s:n:transmit g, forexample). The extensions of the action set de�nition may be used optionally dependingon what kind of interaction is to be speci�ed.Variables of an interface speci�cation denote the internal state of the interface. Lawsspecify how an interface reacts on initiations of actions and how the initiation of anaction changes the internal state.To distinguish di�erent initiations of actions we introduce for each action symbol aninitiation set: For each action symbol a 2 ACT exists a countable initiation set In(a).Each a-initiation ai is equipped with an actual parameter list par(ai) = (t1; : : : ; tn)where ti 2 T ((S;OP ))si for i = 1 : : : n and act sig(a) = (s1; : : : ; sn). Each element ofthe initiation set corresponds to a possible initiation of an action.The semantics of an interface speci�cation (SPEC; V AR;ACT;LAWS) is de�nedby an interface structure (I; SEQU) where I is an initial algebra and SEQU is a set of10



sequences of interface states. Informally, each sequence of SEQU represents a possibleexecution of the interface speci�cation. The behaviour of the interface speci�cation isrepresented by its possible executions represented by sequences in SEQU .An interface state � = (�;R; ; p) consists of:� a variable valuation � : V AR ! I which assigns to each variable v 2 V AR anelement of the domain Is where type(v) = s,� a set R (ready set) containing initiations which are ready to execute(R � Sa2ACT In(a)),� an initiation  of an action which is currently or next executed.� a state predicate p 2 fIN; PREg denoting whether � is a state during the executionof  (p = IN) or the state before the execution of  (p = PRE).An interface structure (I; SEQU) is a model of an interface speci�cation i� I isan initial SPEC-algebra, SEQU is the maximal set of sequences where all sequencesseq 2 SEQU; seq = (�0; �1; : : :) have the following properties:(1) �0 = f�0; ;; 0; PREg and I; �0 j= init2 for all init 2 INIT .(2) �i+1 = f�i+1; Ri[faig; i; pig i� a user has started the initiation ai of action a and�i = f�i; Ri; i; pig.(3) �i+1 = f�i+1; Ri � faig; ai; PREg i� �i = f�i; Ri; i; INg is the last state of theexecution of i, Ri 6= ;, ai 2 In(a), I; �i j= pre cond(a), and for all ai0 2 (Ri�faig)it is valid that ai was initiated before ai0.(4) �i+1 = f�i+1; Ri; i; pig i� a message was sent or received and �i = f�i; Ri; i; pig.(5) for all l 2 LAWS, and all � 2 sequ I; � j= l.(1) characterizes the initial state of the interface speci�cation. R contains no initia-tions and 0 is the �rst initiation of an action by users. (2) describes the situation, whenusers are initiating an action. (3) is the transition between states, when the executionof an initiated action starts. The actions of the ready set must be executed in the sameorder as they were initiated by the user. (4) describes the situation, when a messageis sent or received. Finally, (5) states that laws must be satis�ed. The changes of thevariable valuation � are de�ned by laws.We use the notationinterface name: ea1; : : : ; ean; evar1; : : : ; evarv;based on sp1; : : : ; spm;2For any initial algebra I, state �, and temporal logic formula f the relation \f is satis�ed in � w.r.t.I" (I; � j= f) is de�ned in section 2.6. 11



instances:var1:svar1; : : : ; varp:svarp;actions:a1(par 11 : s 11; : : : ; par 1n : s 1n : pre cond 1);...ak(par k1 : s k1; : : : ; par kn : s kn : pre cond k);laws: vl1:svl1; : : :; vlq:svlq ;l1; : : :; lr;init: vi1:svi1; : : :; vit:svit;i1; : : :; iu;endinterface nameto denote an interface speci�cation ISname = (SPEC; V AR;ACT;LAWS; INIT )consisting of� SPEC = (S;OP;L) where S = Ssp1 [ : : : [ Sspm , OP = OPsp1 [ : : : [OPspm , andL = Lsp1 [ : : : [ Lspm ,� V AR = fvar1; : : : ; varpg and type(vari) = svari for all i = 1 : : : p,� ACT=fa1;: : : ;akg; act sig(ai)=(s i1; : : : ;s in) and pre cond(ai) = 8par i1 : s i1 : : :8par in : s in(pre cond i) for all i = 1 : : : k,� LAWS = f8vl1 : svl1 : : :8vlq : svlq(l1); : : : ;8vl1 : svl1 : : :8vlq : svlq(lr)g,� INIT = f8vi1 : svi1 : : :8vit : svit(i1); : : : ;8vi1 : svi1 : : :8vit : svit(iu)g.The action names ea1; : : : ; ean and the variable names evar1; : : : ; evarv are exportedand may be used in laws of compound interface speci�cations containing the interfacename.2.5 Compound interface speci�cationsA compound interface speci�cation CIS = (SPEC;COMP;LAWS) consists of:� an algebraic speci�cation SPEC,� a �nite component set COMP of interface and compound interface speci�cations,� a set of laws LAWS denoted in the temporal logic de�ned in section 2.6.This way, a compound interface speci�cation de�nes a hierarchy on interfaces. Com-pound interface speci�cation at the top level of the hierarchy de�nes for each user orapplication part a compound interface or an interface. The user can initiate actions ofthis interface or the compound interface. 12



The semantics of a compound interface speci�cation is de�ned by a compound in-terface structure (I; PO) where I is an initial algebra and PO is a set of partial orderstructures over interface states.A partial order structure po = (ST;F;N) consists of:� an countable set of interface states ST ,� a relation F � ST � ST which is irreexive, and the reexive transitive closure ofF de�nes a partial order on ST ,� a function N which assigns to each local state a name symbol of an interfacespeci�cation to which it belongs.Informally, the relation F is de�ned by sequential executions of interface structuresand communications between interface structures. Figure 2.1 shows an example of arelation F . The compound interface structure consists of three interface structures andthe F consists of a sequence of interface states for each interface structure. Communi-cation between the interfaces induces dependencies between message transmission andreception states in F .
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Figure 2.1: A partial order of three interfacesThe restriction of a partial order po = (ST;F;N) to an interface or compoundinterface speci�cation ci is a partial order pojci= (STci; Fci; N) where STci = f� 2ST; N(�) is an interface speci�cation name of cig and Fci = f(�; �0) 2 F; �; �0 2 STcig.The restriction POjci contains for each po 2 PO the restriction pojci.13



A compound interface structure (I; PO) is a model of a compound interface spec-i�cation (SPEC;COMP;LAWS) i� for all comp 2 COMP the following propertieshold:� IjSPEC3 is an initial SPEC-algebra,� PO is a maximal set of partial orders where(a) all partial orders po 2 POjcomp represent sequences of interface states,(IjSPECcomp, POjcomp) is an interface structure and a model of comp if compis an interface speci�cation,(b) (I; POjcomp) is a model of comp if comp is a compound interface speci�cation,� For each po 2 PO each law l 2 LAWS l is satis�ed by po w.r.t. I (see section 2.6).The notationinterface name: ea1; : : : ; ean; evar1; : : : ; evarv;contains comp1; : : : ; compw;based on sp1; : : : ; spm;instances:var1 : svar1; : : : ; varp : svarp;actions:a1(par 11 : s 11; : : : ; par 1n : s 1n : precond 1);...ak(par k1 : s k1; : : : ; par kn : s kn : precond k);laws: vl1:svl1; : : :; vlq:svlq ;l1; : : :; lr;init: vi1:svi1; : : :; vit:svit;i1; : : :; iu;endinterface namedenotes the compound interface speci�cation CISname = (SPEC;COMP;LAWS)containing� an algebraic speci�cation SPEC = (S;OP;L) where S = Ssp1 [ : : : [ Sspm , OP =OPsp1 [ : : : [OPspm , and L = Lsp1 [ : : : [ Lspm,� a set of components COMP = fcomp1; : : : ;compw; compnameg where compname =ISname = (SPEC; V AR;ACT;LAWSIS; INIT ). SPEC, V AR, ACT , and INITare de�ned as in interface speci�cations. LAWSIS = f8vl1 : svl1 : : : vlq : svlq(li); licontains only symbols of SPEC, V AR, and ACT , i = 1 : : : rg,3IjSPEC is the restriction of I w.r.t. SPEC. IjSPEC is the same as I except that only domains andoperations occur which correspond to type and operation symbols of SPEC.14



� a set of laws LAWS = f8vl1 : svl1 : : :8vlq : svlq (li); 8vl1 : svl1 : : :8vlq : svlq(li) 62LAWSIS; i = 1 : : : rg.For the compound interface speci�cation on the top of the hierarchy of interfaces weuse a di�erent notation:system name:consists of comp1; : : : ; compn;based on sp1; : : : ; spm;laws: v1:s1; : : :; vp:sp;l1; : : :; lq;endsystem nameIn contrary to the �rst notation a system speci�cation does not contain a new in-terface speci�cation. Furthermore, in the �rst notation each component of the containsexpression belongs to the user of the compound interface. In the system speci�cationeach compound interface or interface speci�cation of the consists of expression belongsto another user and laws specify how interfaces and, of course, users work together.Each user interacts with one or more replications of this interface. We allow replica-tion of interface and compound interface speci�cations in the consists of and containsexpressions. Replicated interface speci�cations are denoted by is[n:::m] in an array-likenotation. is[n:::m] speci�es that there existm�n+1 replications of the compound inter-face or interface speci�cation is. The replications are denoted in laws by is[n], is[n+1],: : :, is[m]. The use of a system component at the highest level is typical for cooperativeapplications when a replicated architecture is considered. Kerbrat and Atallah call it in[Kerb95] \collection component" and Dewan in [Dew96] \collaboration module".2.6 Speci�cation of interface behaviourThe laws of interface and compound interface speci�cations introduced in section 2.5are depicted in a temporal logic, called distributed temporal logic (DistTL). This tem-poral logic allows to specify the behaviour of an interface and the cooperation betweeninterfaces and, of course, users.Linear time logics [Kroe87a] or branching time logics [Emer90] describe total orders(sequences) resp. trees. DistTL describes partial orders. In contrary to other logicsdescribing partial orders (cf. [Rei88]) the partial order described by DistTL does notcontain global states. It contains local states of interface structures.Let NAMES be the set containing all name symbols of speci�cations in COMPof CIS = (SPEC;COMP;LAWS). IV ARn are the variables and IACTn are theactions in CIS which are imported from speci�cation comp 2 COMP with name n. LetX = (Xs), s 2 SSPEC be a �nite set of variables, XV ARn = (XV ARn;s), s 2 SSPECand XV ARn;s = Xs [ fvar 2 IV ARn; type(var) = sg.There exist three di�erent kinds of formulas in DistTL:15



� interface state formulas (is-formulas)� labeled is-formulas (lis-formulas)� interface path formulas (ip-formulas)An interface state formula of interface n 2 NAMES is inductively de�ned by:� pre:a(t1; : : : ; tm) and post:a(t1; : : : ; tm) are is-formulas of n i� a 2 IACTn withsig act(a) = (s1; : : : ; sn) and ti 2 T (�SPEC ;XV ARn)si for all i = 1; : : : ;m.� t = t0 is an is-formula of n i� an s 2 SSPEC exists such that t; t0 2 T (�SPEC;XV ARn)s.� :f and (f ! f 0) are is-formulas of n i� f and f 0 are is-formulas of n.� f is an is-formula of n i� f is an ip-formula of n.A labeled interface state formula of interface speci�cation n is of the form n : f wheren 2 NAMES and f is an is-formula of n.An interface path formula of interface n 2 NAMES is inductively de�ned by:nf , 2nf , and (f beforen f 0) are ip-formulas of n i� f and f 0 are ip-formulas or lis-formulas.A DistTL-formula of interface speci�cation n is a universally closed lis-formula of n.The semantics of DistTL is de�ned for any initial algebra I, any ass, any po =(ST;F;N), any � 2 ST with � = (�;R; ; p) and N(�) = n, and each formula f ofinterface speci�cation n by the relation "f is satis�ed by � w.r.t. I and ass" (I; ass; � j=f). This relation is de�ned as follows:� I; ass; � j= pre:a(t1; : : : ; tm) i�  2 In(a), par() = t01 : : : t0m, vass�(ti) = ass�(t0i)4for all i = 1 : : :m, and p = PRE.� I; ass; � j= post:a(t1; : : : ; tm) i�  2 In(a), par() = t01 : : : t0m, vass�(ti) = ass�(t0i)for all i = 1 : : :m, and an �0 2 ST exists with (�; �0) 2 F , N(�0) = n, andp0 = PRE, or (�; �0) 62 F+ for all �0 2 ST .5� I; ass; � j= t = t0 i� vass�(t) = vass�(t0).� I; ass; � j= :f i� not I; ass; � j= f .� I; ass; � j= (f ! f 0) i� I; ass; � j= f implies I; ass; � j= f 0.� I; ass; � j= n : f i� I; ass; � j= f .4vass� is a mapping vass� : T (�SPEC ; XV ARn) ! I with vass�(x) = ass(x) for x 2 X, vass�(v) =�(v) for v 2 IV ARn, and vass�(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = fI (vass�(t1); : : : ; vass�(tn)) for all f 2 OPspec.5F+ is the transitive closure of F . 16



� Let f be a formula of interface speci�cation n0:I; ass; � j=nf i� an �0 2 ST exists with (�; �0) 2 F , N(�0) = n0, and I; ass; �0 j=f .� Let f be a formula of interface speci�cation n0:I; ass; � j= 2nf i� I; ass; �0 j= f for all �0 2 ST with (�; �0) 2 F+ and N(�0) = n0.� Let f be a formula of interface speci�cation n0 and f 0 be a formula of interfacespeci�cation n00:I; ass; � j= (f beforen f 0) i� for all �00 2 ST with (�; �00) 2 F+, N(�00) = n00, andI; ass; �00 j= f 0 an �0 2 ST exists with (�; �0) 2 F+, (�0; �00) 2 F+, N(�0) = n0, andI; ass; �0 j= f .� I; ass; � j= 8x : s(f) i� I; assx; � j= f for all assignments assx : X ! I withassx(y) = ass(y) for y 6= x and assx(x) 2 Is.A DistTL-formula f of n is satis�ed by � w.r.t. I where N(�) = n (I; � j= f) i�I; ass; � j= f for all assignments ass.For any initial SPEC-algebra I and any partial order po = (ST;F;N) a DistTL-formula f of n is satis�ed by po w.r.t. I (I; po j= f) i� for all � 2 po with N(�) = nI; � j= f .The laws of an interface speci�cation IS = (SPEC; V AR;ACT;LAWS; INIT ) areformulas of DistTL which contain the name symbol of IS only. We can abbreviate theformulas of LAWS by leaving out the name symbol.Because an interface speci�cation is interpreted by a set of sequences, its laws aresatis�ed by sequences and are formulas of linear time temporal logic [Kroe87a]. Thisway DistTL is an extension of a subset of linear time logic.We will use some more abbreviations in the example of section 3.2:� a(t1; : : : ; tm) is equivalent to pre:a(t1; : : : ; tm).� (f ^ f 0) is equivalent to :(f ! :f 0).� (f _ f 0) is equivalent to (:f ! f 0).� }nf is equivalent to :2n:f .� (f untiln f 0) is equivalent to :(:f beforen f 0).� (f unlessn f 0) is equivalent to (f untiln f 0) _2n:f 0.� (f atnextn f 0) is equivalent to (:f 0unlessn(f^f 0)).� If a compound interface speci�cation contains a replicated interface speci�cationIS, we may use quanti�cation over variables which are of type interface IS in laws.This is equivalent to write down each law for each replication of IS. An exampleis given in speci�cation of distr editor.17



Chapter 3Case study: multi-user editor Iris3.1 Functionality of IrisIris is a multi-user environment for group editing and collaborative writing of documents.It is described by Koch in [Koch95b] as an integrated environment with:� core applications for concurrently editing documents, and� di�erent external applications for other collaboration and communication issues.The most important core application is the Iris structure editor (istruct) for display-ing and changing document structures represented by structure objects. Since objectsmay be of di�erent media types (text, graphic, video), the environment includes severaleditor applications (GNU Emacs, a graphic editor and a combi-editor). For presenta-tion of awareness information, there are several tools available: iuserinfo, ihostinfo andidocinfo (information on users, hosts and documents). Synchronous communication issupported by an external application for audio-video conferencing. For asynchronousdirect communication, email and news are available.The architecture of Iris is based on two layers: the access layer and the user interfacelayer. While the lower access layer is the core service for storing and accessing doc-uments with high availability in wide area network environments (cf. [Koch95b]), theuser interfaces in the upper layer provide user access to documents. The layers are sepa-rately implemented as processes. Documents are in the access layer replicated and theirimplementation is media dependent. Di�erent sites involved in the document editingcommunicate over unreliable multicast.The environment was developed at Lehrstuhl Angewandte Informatik - Verteilte Sys-teme, Institut f�ur Informatik, Technische Universit�at M�unchen, and is still under im-provement. A detailed description of Iris can be found in Iris-Online Manual [Iris96] orrelated publications, for example [Koch95a, Koch95b, Koch97].To test the speci�cation strength of our method, we decided to specify the centralpart of the environment consisting of istruct, the awareness tools and the text editor,18



and two external applications supporting communication: the email and the conferencingapplication. Our intention is to describe the interaction between a user of and the editingenvironment at the local single-user interface, and interaction (cooperation) betweendi�erent users of the environment which can be observed on the level of the multi-usersystem-interface. The formal speci�cation therefore mostly concerns the user interfacelayer of the Iris architecture. Since our method was developed to cover not only thearchitectural and the behaviour view of the interaction, but also the view of data, we alsodescribe some elements of the access layer (storing documents or changing informationin data structures of awareness tools, for example). In this regard, the Iris architecturecannot directly be mapped onto our architecture of interfaces.3.2 Speci�cation modules3.2.1 Interface architectureThe �rst step in the use of our speci�cation method is the de�nition of the interfacearchitecture. The architecture depends on that which application calls and therefore\contains" another application.>From Iris structure editor all the applications may be called which support collabo-rative editing of a document (a text editor, email, audio-video conference and awarenesstools). Therefore, the interface loc istruct is the highest in the hierarchy of local inter-faces and its speci�cation has to contain speci�cations of hiearhically lower interfaces:� loc text editor - an interface for a text editor,� loc email - an interface for an electronic mailer, which uses a hierarchically lowerinterface for a text editor loc editor in email with the functionality adapted tocomposition of messages,� loc conf - an interface for an audio-video conferencing tool,� loc user info, loc host info and loc doc info - interfaces for awareness tools.As a result, it requires a compound interface in the following form:interface loc istruct:contains loc email, loc text editor, loc conf, loc user info, loc host info, loc doc info;based on int, int(sequ), ... (other sorts related);actionslocal actions for loc istruct and actions for interaction with other applicationslawslocal laws for loc struct and laws for interaction with other applicationsendinterface loc istruct; 19



...loc istruct 1 loc istruct 2 loc istruct Nsystem Iris
interface loc istructinterface interface interface

interfaceloc user infointerfaceloc host infointerfaceloc doc info
interfaceloc email interfaceloc editor-interfaceloc text editorinterfaceloc confin email

Figure 3.1: Architecture of interfacesloc struct containing the speci�ed components is replicated for each of N users. Thereplicas loc istruct1, loc istruct2, ..., loc istructN are on the highest architectural levelcomposed into the system Iris (as shown in Figure 3.1):A complete formal speci�cation of loc istruct cannot be given until all its parts arecompletely speci�ed. In the next three sections we �rst de�ne the sorts, interfaces andcompound interfaces of email, text editor, audio-video conference and awareness tools.After that we give a detailed speci�cation of the loc istruct interface and, in the lastsection, an overview of the system-interface speci�cation.3.2.2 Speci�cation of the email interfaceemail is a tool which supports asynchronous communication between users by messages.A message is explicitly sent by the sender and implicitly received by putting it into themailbox of the recipient. An email interface typically consists of a sending and a receiving20



part. To send a message, an editor is needed where a new message can be written, andthe information on the recipients and the subject of the new message has to be entered.To receive, a user needs a mailbox which contains messages in the order as they arrived.A message consists of four parts:(a) an identi�er of the sender,(b) identi�er(s) of the recipient(s),(c) a subject, and(d) the text of the message.A user who reads the contents of his/her mailbox may select a message consideringthe order of their arrival, and after that read or delete it. In the view to the mailboxcontents, there is also information on senders and subjects available, taking into accountthe order of messages arrival again.Speci�cation of the described functionality requires two basic sorts: message whichspeci�es operations on a message and mbox where operations on a mailbox are de�ned.First, we specify the sort message.\empty string" is a constant operation in the sort string, \empty sequ int" is a con-stant operation in the sort sequ(int) and \ 6=" is an operation with signature (int):boolof sort int.sort message: empty message, insert text, insert subject, insert recipients, get text,get subject, get sender, get recipients;based on string, int, bool;opnsempty message: message;is without sender(m: message): bool;is without recipient(m: message): bool;insert text(m: message, s: string): message;insert subject(m: message, s: string): message;insert recipients(m: message, ids: sequ(int)): message;insert sender(m: message, id: sequ(int)): message;get text(m: message): string;get subject(m: message): string;get sender(m: message): sequ(int);get recipients(m: message): sequ(int);convert to string(id: sequ(int)): string;make message string(m: message): string;is substring(s: string, subs: string): bool;laws s: string, id, ids: sequ(int), m: message;get text(empty message) = empty string;21



get subject(empty message) = empty string;get sender(empty message) = empty sequ int;get recipients(empty message) = empty sequ int;get text(insert text(m,s)) = s;get text(insert subject(m,s)) = get text(m);get text(insert recipients(m,ids)) = get text(m);get text(insert sender(m,id)) = get text(m);get subject(insert subject(m,s)) = s;get subject(insert text(m,s)) = get subject(m);get subject(insert recipients(m,ids)) = get subject(m);get subject(insert sender(m,id)) = get subject(m);get recipients(insert recipients(m,ids)) = id;get recipients(insert subject(m,s)) = get recipients(m);get recipients(insert text(m,s)) = get recipients(m);get recipients(insert sender(m,ids)) = get recipients(m);get sender(insert sender(m,id)) = id;get sender(insert subject(m,s)) = get sender(m);get sender(insert text(m,s)) = get sender(m);get sender(insert recipients(m,ids)) = get sender(m);get sender(m) = empty sequ int ! is without sender(m);get sender(m) 6= empty sequ int ! : is without sender(m);get recipients(m) = empty sequ int ! is without recipient(m);get recipients(m) 6= empty sequ int ! : is without recipient(m);make message string(empty message) = empty string;convert to string(empty sequ nat) = empty string;is substring(s,empty string);is substring(make message string(m), get text(m));is substring(make message string(m), get subject(m));is substring(make message string(m), convert to string(get sender(m)));endsort message;The insert-operations insert a text, subject, sender and recipients of the new message.While \insert sender" is usually performed automatically by the system, the other threeoperations are performed by a user. This is also true for \insert subject", since weassume that no feature of automatic \reply" is available.The is without-operations are used for internal representation of \empty" recipientsand senders. \get text" and \get subject" return a string with the text or subject of amessage. The laws also de�ne for which text the last subject, recipients and sender wereinserted (similarly for other parts of a message).\get recipients" and \get sender" return a corresponding identi�er and may be usedonly in the system interface, because the index of the sending interface (i.e. identi�er ofthe sender) and indices of the receiving interfaces (i.e. identi�ers of the recipients) arein the hierarhically lower interfaces unknown.22



The operation \make message string" produces a single string from all parts of amessage. \convert to string" converts an identi�er of the sort sequ(int) into a string.\is substring(s,subs)" is true if subs is a substring of the string s.De�nition of the sort mbox:\0" is a constant operation in int, \empty sequ string", \make sequ" and \con-cat sequ" are operations in sequ(string). sequ(string) means an instantiation of theparameterized sort sequ over the sort string and returns a sequence of strings.sortmbox: empty mbox, num of messages in mbox, insert message, delete message, get -message, get subjects;based on int, message, string sequ, bool;opnsempty mbox: mbox;num of messages in mbox(mb: mbox): int;insert message(m: message, mb: mbox): mbox;delete message(n: int, mb: mbox): mbox;get message(n: int, mb: mbox): message;get subjects(mb: mbox): sequ(string);laws mb: mbox, m: message, n: int;num of messages in mbox(empty mbox) = 0;num of messages in mbox(mb) = n ! num of messages in mbox(insert message(m,mb)) = n + 1;num of messages in mbox(insert message(m,mb)) = n! get message(n, insert messa-ge(m,mb)) = m;num of messages in mbox(mb) < n ! get message(n,mb)=empty message;num of messages in mbox(insert message(mb,m))> n! get message(n, insert messa-ge(m,mb)) = get message(n,mb);num of messages in mbox(insert message(m,mb)) = n ! delete message(n, insert -message(m,mb)) = mb;num of messages in mbox(mb) < n ! delete message(n,mb) = mb;num of messages in mbox(insert message(m,mb)) > n ! delete message(n, insert -message(m,mb)) = insert message(m,delete message(n,mb));get subjects(empty mbox) = empty sequ string;get subjects(insert message(m,mb)) = concat sequ(get subjects(mb), make sequ(get -subjects(m)));endsort mbox;The operation \num of messages" is de�ned to determine the number of messages ina mailbox. \insert message" inserts a message into the mailbox. An outgoing messageis assumed to be inserted in the mailbox only if the sender is included also in the list ofrecipients. \get message(n,mb)" is used to access the message denoted inside the mailboxmb with the index n. \delete message(n,mb)" deletes the message with the index n. n23



is de�ned in correspondence to the order of arrival assuming that in a mailbox withn elements the last element has the index n. If we want to delete from the mailboxa message with an index m greater than n, the missing k = m-n messages have tobe inserted �rst, otherwise the �rst k messages in the mailbox would be deleted. Theoperation \get subjects" returns subjects of all messages in the mailbox.Since a process of editing is needed to enter the message text, a separate user interfacehas to be de�ned for a text editor. In the case of Iris and elm, the editor vi is used.However, the number of di�erent vi operations available to a user could lead to enormousformal speci�cations which would describe all details of editing a text. Therefore wedecided to specify only some basic operations needed to start and �nish editing, and tosave the results. These operations may have an abstract de�nition which also correspondsto the same operations in other text editors. We �rst de�ne a sort editor and after thatuse it for de�nition of the interface loc text editor.The sort editor describes the basic operations for editing. A user may call the editorand close it (operations \edit" and \close"). In addition, the user may save a �le (theoperation \save"). \open" is a system operation which loads a �le which a user requiresto edit. The operation \empty ed" speci�es an empty editor. The operation \changed"speci�es if any changes have been made while editing a �le. The operation \get string ed"returns the current contents of the editor.De�nition of the sort editor:sort editor: open, close, edit, changed, save;based on �le, string, bool;opnsempty ed: editor;open(f: �le): editor;close(e: editor): editor;get string ed(e: editor): string;edit(e: editor, f: �le): editor;changed(e: editor): bool;save (e: editor): �le;laws e: editor, f: �le;get string ed(empty ed) = empty string;get string ed(open(f)) = get string(f);: changed(empty ed);: changed(open(f));get string ed(save(e)) = get string ed(e);endsort editor;In the de�nition of the interface loc text editor the instance act �le represents the �lerequired by the user to be edited and the instance new �le represents a changed �le afteran execution of the action \save". The sort �le is a sort de�ning some basic operations24



on �les as we speci�ed in [Frey97].interface loc text editor: edit, close, open, save, new �le, act �le;based on editor, �le, bool;instancesact �le: �le;new �le: �le;loc ed: editor;actions:edit(); close(); open(f: �le); save(f: �le);laws: f: �le, e: editor;/* Postconditions of the actions */post.edit()! (loc ed = open(act �le));post.save()! (new �le = save(loc ed));/* Edit only one �le at the same time */edit()! (:(open() _ edit()) until close());(start _ edit()) before (save() _ close());close() !(:(save() _ close()) unless edit());/* Safety */edit() ! (save() before close());init:act �le = empty �le; new �le = empty �le;endinterface loc text editor;Not all operations generally speci�ed for an editor by the interface loc text editorare actually needed for speci�cation of the vi functionality, used inside of email. Thereare two basic di�erences: the currently edited �le in email is always a new empty �le,and the �le need not to be saved explicitly by a user command save, since it is savedautomatically by closing the editor. Therefore we de�ne in the following another editorinterface loc editor in email which describes this simpli�ed functionality:interface loc editor in email: edit, close, open, new �le;based on editor, �le, bool;instancesnew �le: �le;loc ed: editor;actions:edit(); close(); open(f: �le);laws: f: �le, e: editor;/* Postconditions of the actions */post.edit()! (loc ed = open(new �le)); 25



post.close() ! (new �le = save(loc ed));/* Edit only one �le at the same time */edit()! (: edit() until close());(start _ edit()) before close();close() ! (: close() unless edit());init:new �le = empty �le;endinterface loc editor in email;Using the de�ned sorts and the interface loc editor in email, the interface loc emailcan be speci�ed. The speci�cation contains three instances:� curr sending message denotes an instance of the message currently to be sent,� new message denotes an instance of a new message composed by a user, and� mailbox is an instance of the user's mailbox.s and s' represent strings of two di�erent messages. rid and rid' represent sequencesof recipient identi�ers for di�erent messages, and i and j identi�ers of the sender and therecipient of the same message.Actions available to a user are:� \compose message" performing all operations to compose a new message,� \send message" sending the composed message,� \display message" requiring from the system to show the contents of the selectedmessage,� \display mbox contents" requiring to show the contents of the user's mailbox,� \cancel message" discarding the message the latest composed, and,� \del message" deleting a message.\DISPLAY STRING" is a variable which speci�es the actual presentation of a string(contents of the message or the mailbox) to a user required to be shown by the useractions \display message" and \display mbox contents".Since the following speci�cation of the interface loc email contains the interfaceloc editor in email, it is a compound interface speci�cation. It is divided into threeparts: the speci�cation of preconditions of actions, the speci�cation of postconditionsand the speci�cation of interaction with the interface loc editor in email.We also specify the part of the system-interface referred to email. It describes thesituation where the message m sent by the user[i] (if it is nonempty and equals to theinstance curr sending message in loc email) is at some unspeci�ed future time put into26



the mailbox of the recipient user[j]. This asynchronous reception is described by theoperator �. curr sending message becomes after reception an empty message.The operations \empty sequ int" and \is element in sequ" are assumed to be de�nedin the sort sequ(int) and exported into the system-interface.interface loc email: compose message, send message, display message, display mbox con-tents, cancel message, del message;contains loc editor in email;based on message, mbox, sequ(int), bool, string;instancescurr sending message: message;new message: message;mailbox: mbox;actions:compose message(recipients: sequ(int), subject: string); send message(); display message-(mn: int); display mbox contents(); cancel message(); del message();laws: s,s': string, rid,rid',i,j: int, m: message, mb: mbox;/* Preconditions */:(compose message(rid,s) ^ new message) 6= empty message;/* Postconditions */(send message() ^ m = new message)! ((curr sending message = m ^ new message= empty message) atnext post.send message();post.display message(i)! (DISPLAY STRING (make message string(get message(i, ma-ilbox))) until (display mbox contents() _ display message(j)));post.display mbox contents()! (DISPLAY STRING (get subjects(mailbox)) until dis-play message(j));post.cancel message() ! ((curr sending message = empty message) ^ (new message= empty message));(del message(i) ^ mb = mailbox)! (mailbox = delete message(i,mb) atnext post.del -message(i));post.compose message(s,rid)! (: compose message(s',rid') until send message() _ can-cel message());/* Interaction with loc editor in email */loc editor in email: edit()! (loc editor in email: close() beforeloc editor in email send -message());compose message(rid,s)! (�loc email loc editor in email:edit()! �loc editor in email loc -editor in email: (post.close() ^ s' = get contents(new �le))!loc editor in email new mes-sage = insert text(insert subject(insert recipients(empty message, rid),s),s'));init:curr sending message = empty message; mailbox = empty mbox; new message = em-pty message; 27



endinterface loc email;/* The part of the system-interface related to email */system-interface: i,j: sequ(int), m: message, mb: mbox;loc email[i]: (curr sending message 6= empty message ^ m = curr sending message ^get recipients(m) 6= empty sequ int ^ is element in sequ(j,get recipient(m)))!(�(loc email[j]:mb=mailbox ^interfaceuser[i] loc email[j]:mailbox= insert message(in-sert sender(m,i),mb)) ^loc email[i] loc email[i]: curr sending message = empty messa-ge);Specifying the email interface we assumed that only one message may be edited atthe same time. This is not true for some recent email tools which mostly allow to editseveral messages whose number is usually not known in advance. Speci�cation of thissituation would require the possibility to describe dynamic creation of loc editor in emailinterfaces that exceeds the current speci�cation strength of our method.3.2.3 Speci�cation of the audio-video conference interfaceThe audio-video conference in Iris is supported by MBone tools vat (Visual Audio Tool)and vic (Video Conferencing Tool) [Koch97]. Each tool has its own interface which isintegrated in the Iris audio-video conference compound interface. The session control isnot a part of vic or vat and is built into the istruct and the system-interface.Audio conferenceAn audio conference is a tool which supports the audio part of synchronous commu-nication (conversation) between users distributed in space. The vat interface containsactions for user access to the microphone, for representation of the received audio signalto the user and for audio volume control. In our speci�cation we assume the push-to-talkmode where the microphone always has to be activated before speaking and deactivatedafter speaking [Brau94].The event in an audio conference which implies the basic speci�cation element forthe audio interface is a user speach. A user who wants to speak has to require activationof his microphone �rst. In our speci�cation we call this user action \want to speak".If no other conference participant has the microphone activated at the moment andthe initiator (chairman) of the conference agrees, the user's microphone is activatedby the system action \s:activate audio". After that the user may start to speak untilhe/she deactivates the microphone or the microphone is deactivated by the system forany reason. The user speach is therefore bounded with the actions \s:activate audio"and \u:release audio" (or \s:release audio") and results in an audio message sent toall conference participants by multicast. To send and receive the audio message, theinformation on the identity of the speaker and identities of listeners is needed. We callan audio message extended with the additional information a protocol message and de�ne28



a sort with the same name. The name has been selected in accordance to the ISO OSIterminology [ISO83] for description of communication primitives in distributed systems.A protocol message in an audio conference consists of three parts:� the contents (an audio message),� an identi�er of the speaker, and� identi�ers of the listeners.The protocol message is actually constructed on the side of a recipient of an audiomessage, since all information which it contains has to be presented through an interfaceto a user.In comparison to an email message, here the identi�ers are only virtual parts of amessage since the identi�ers are of a di�erent type and cannot directly be inserted intoan audio message. The operation \create audio message" speci�es the creation of anaudio message. The operations \insert speaker id" and \insert other part ids" executedby the system add the message the identity of the current speaker and the identities ofother conference participants - its listeners. \get audio message" returns the contents ofa protocol message , and \get speaker id" and \get other part ids" return the identi�ersof its author and listeners. The get-operations are actually internal operations of thesystem and are needed to access particular parts of a protocol message and to provide amore complete algebraic speci�cation.\empty audio message" is a constant operation in the sort audio, \0" in the sort intand \empty sequ int" in the sort sequ(int).sort protocol message: empty protocol message, create protocol message, get protocol-message, get user id;based on audio, int, sequ(int);opnsempty protocol message: protocol message;create audio message(pm: protocol message, am: audio): protocol message;insert speaker id(pm: protocol message, id: int): protocol message;insert other part ids(pm: protocol message, ids: sequ(int)): protocol message;get audio message(pm: protocol message): audio;get speaker id(pm: protocol message): int;get other part ids(pm: protocol message): sequ(int);laws pm: protocol message, am: audio, id: int, ids: sequ(int);get audio message(empty protocol message) = empty audio message;get speaker id(empty protocol message) = 0;get other part ids(empty protocol message) = empty sequ int;get audio message(create audio message(pm,am)) = am;get audio message(insert speaker id(pm,id)) = get audio message(pm);29



get audio message(insert other part ids(pm,ids)) = get audio message(pm);get speaker id(create audio message(pm,am)) = get speaker id(pm);get speaker id(insert speaker id(pm,id)) = id;get speaker id(insert other part id(pm,ids)) = get speaker id(pm);get other part ids(create audio message(pm,am)) = get other part ids(pm);get other part ids(insert speaker id(pm,id)) = get other part ids(pm);get other part id(insert other part id(pm,ids)) = ids;endsort protocol message;Although simpler, the speci�cation is similar to the speci�cation of the sort messageused in the speci�cation of loc email. Specifying its external behaviour, we adopteda view to an audio-video conference as an exchange of protocol messages similarly toemail. A protocol message is assumed to be completed and sent to other participantsafter \u:release audio" or \s:release audio". Adopting the same view, combination ofstatic and temporal media can be described in the same formal speci�cation in the mostconvenient way.However, this does not exactly describe the continuous transmission/reception ofan audio signal which should in a real audio conference always start immediately after\s:activate audio". Namely, sound and video clips in temporal media have duration and,particularly in multimedia applications involving multiple users, are di�cult to integratewith static media [Grah97]. The problem arises already in the speci�cation phase. Usingour speci�cation method, a more precize description of transmission/reception could beachieved by one of the following approaches:(a) Instead of a protocol message, the basic speci�cation element could be a part ofthe message. The approach would require presentation of the message by an audiosignal divided into a sequence of signal parts belonging to di�erent time periods(similar to sampling periods of discrete-time signals [Oppen89]). The disadvantagesare the large number of signal parts needed to model a real audio signal and theconsiderably lower level of abstraction than that used for speci�cation of otheraspects of interaction.(b) The action of a message reception could be speci�ed by a value of a logic variablewhich would describe reception of the message and its presentation to a user byhaving the value \true" in all interface states describing reception of the messageand its presentation. The disadvantage of the approach is its implicitness sinceno explicite actions for reception and presentation of the message to a user areforeseen.The approaches o�er more natural representation of temporal media but, due to theirdisadvantages, they are of very limited practical use in examples of real applications. Themost appropriate way to describe the temporal media could be the use of models of analog(continuous-time) signals which are completely out of scope of our work.30



While the speci�cation of the email interface includes only actions executed by a user,the speci�cation of a conference interface requires also system actions. For example, ina video conference there are actually no user actions except that for changing windowproperties. System actions are needed to describe the behaviour of the video conference.We should therefore di�er actions of both parties involved in the interaction by using theelements of the set PART TY PE = f \u",\s" g of party identi�ers as de�ned in section2.4. To the audio part of the conference interface speci�ed in the next subsection, thefollowing user and local system actions are related:� As already mentioned, \u:want to speak" is a user action which requires activa-tion of the microphone from the system. The protocol primitive related to thisaction is in the literature often called \get oor" (as, for example, in [Kerb95]).\s:activate audio" is a system action of activation of the microphone. \u:release au-dio(pm,am)" and \s:release audio(pm,am)" are actions of deactivation of the mi-crophone. The actions have two parameters: am is an audio message of the sortaudio and g is a video of the sort graphic which are generated as a result of therelease-actions. The audio message contains the complete user speach and the videopresents its behaviour while speaking. \s:release audio(am,g)" is executed in thesituation where the user, despite having the microphone activated, for any reasondoes not start to talk in considerable time or his/her speach has to be interruptedbecause of unacceptable social behaviour. In those cases, the microphone has tobe deactived from the side of the system by \u:release audio(am,g)".� The system action \s:reproduce audio(pm,am)" presents all parts of a protocolmessage to a user. While the identi�ers of the speaker and other conference par-ticipants are shown on the screen, the audio message of the current volume istransformed into a form which can be received (i.e. heared) by a user.� \u:set volume(am)" is a user action for changing the volume of the audio.Video conferenceThe basic sorts for speci�cation of the video part of the conference interface are windowand window sequ.A window presenting a conference participant consists of two parts: a name (iden-ti�er) of the participant and a video showing the participant during the conference.The sort window de�nes operations which a system executes to provide names andvideos of participating users actually shown in the interface loc conf. The operations\insert user name" and \insert user video" insert the name and the video of the usercurrently presented by the window. \get user name" and \get user video" return theinserted parts of the window.The operation \0" in the following de�nition of the sort window is a constant operationin the sort int and the operation \empty picture" is an operation in the sort graphic.31



sort window: empty window, insert user name, insert user video, get user name, get us-er picture;based on graphic, int;opnsempty window: window;insert user name(w: window, name: int): window;insert user video(w: window, g: graphic, name: int): window;get user name(w: window): int;get user video(w: window): graphic;laws w: window, g: graphic, name: int;get user name(empty window) = 0;get user video(empty window) = empty picture;get user name(insert user name(w,name)) = name;get user name(insert user video(w,name)) = get user name(w);get user video(insert user video(w,g,name)) = g;get user video(insert user name(w,name)) = get user video(w);endsort window;Windows containing videos of conference participants and their names are opened inthat order as the participants join the discussion for the �rst time. In an abstract view,the opening procedure creates a sequence of windows. Here, the windows are assignednumbers (elements of the sort int) specifying the order as the windows have been addedto the sequence.A sequence of windows is described by the sort window sequ. The operations \add win-dow" and \remove window" add to and remove windows from a sequence. \num ofwindows" returns the current number of windows in a sequence. \get window" returnsthe contents of a window in the sequence.Operation \0" is a constant operation in the sort int. As already de�ned, \empty win-dow" is an operation in window.sort window sequ: empty window sequ, num of windows, add window, remove window,get window;based on window, int;opnsempty window sequ: window sequ;num of windows(ws: window sequ): int;add window(w: window, ws: window sequ): window sequ;remove window(wn: int, ws: window sequ): window sequ;get window(wn: int, ws: window sequ): int;laws ws: window sequ, w: window, wn: int;num of windows(empty window sequ) = 0;32



num of windows(ws) = n ! num of windows(add window(w,ws)) = n + 1;num of windows(add window(w,ws)) = n ! get window(n,add window(w,ws)) = w;num of windows(ws) < n ! get window(n,ws) = empty window;num of windows(add window(w,ws))> n! get window(n,add window(w,ws)) = get -window(n,ws);num of windows(add window(w,ws)) = n ! remove window(n,add window(w,ws)) =ws;num of windows(ws) < n ! remove window(n,ws) = ws;num of windows(add window(w,ws)) > n ! remove window(n,add window(w,ws)) =add window(w,remove window(n,ws));endsort window sequ;The following user and local system actions are related to the video part of theinterface loc conf:� By the system action \s:show windows(ws,g)" a sequence of windows is shown toa user. The �rst parameter represents the sequence of the sort window sequ andthe second the current window size of the sort graphic. Windows are con�guredto \follow the speaker". For the currently speaking user, a video is shown in awindow [MBo96]. Here, we assume that the number of conference participants issmall enough to display windows for all participants.� \s:close windows" is a system action which closes a sequence of windows after thatan invited user left the conference or the conference has been closed by the initiator.� \u:rede�ne window(g)" is a user action which changes the window properties, forexample the window size denoted by the parameter g of the sort graphic.The action \s:open conf" opens a local conference upon an initiation from loc istruct.\u:close conf" and \s:close conf" close the conference depending on that if the conferencewas closed localy by one of the invited users or globally by the initiator.The operation \get volume" returns the current volume and is assumed to be de�nedin the sort audio. \get size" from the sort graphic returns the current size of a picture ina window. All operations taking care of details in transmission and processing of audioand video signals (as described, for example, in [Weg95] or [Will97]) are assumed to behidden in the sorts audio and graphic.The interface loc conf is speci�ed as follows:interface loc conf: s:open conf, u:want to speak, s:activate audio, u:release audio, s:re-lease audio, active audio, s:reproduce audio, active video, s:show windows, windows, u:clo-se conf, s:close conf;based on audio, graphic, protocol message, window, window sequ, bool;instances: 33



curr volume: audio;curr picture size: graphic;windows: window sequ;active conf, active audio, active video: bool;actions: s:open conf(); u:want to speak(); s:activate audio(); u:release audio(am: au-dio,g: graphic); s:release audio(am: audio, g: graphic); s:reproduce audio(pm: proto-col message, am: audio); u:set volume(); u:rede�ne window(); s:show windows(ws: win-dow sequ, g: graphic); u:close conf(), s:close conf();laws: am, am': audio, g, g': graphic, pm: protocol message, ws: window sequ;/* Sending part: *//* Preconditions */pre.s:open conf() ! : active conf;(pre.s:close conf() _ s:close conf()) ! active conf;pre.s:activate audio() ! : active audio ^ : active video;(u:release audio() _ s:release audio()) ! : active audio ^ : active video;active audio ! active conf;active video ! active conf;/* Postconditions */post.s:activate audio() ! (active audio ^ active video) until (pre.u:release audio() _pre.s:release audio());(start _ post.u:close conf() _ post.u:release audio() _ post.s:release audio()) ! (: ac-tive audio ^ : active video) unless pre.s:activate audio();(start _ post.u:close conf() _ post.s:close conf())! : active conf unless pre.open conf();/* Audio and video */u:want to speak() ! � s:activate audio();s:activate audio()! : u:want to speak() until (u:release audio() _ (s:release audio());/* Only one conference active at the same time */s:open conf() ! : s:open conf() until (u:close conf() _ s:close conf());start _ u:close conf() _ s:close conf()! s:open conf() before (u:close conf() _ s:close-conf() _ u:want to speak() _ s:activate audio() _ u:release audio() _ s:release audio());/* Receiving part: *//* Preconditions */pre.s:reproduce audio() ! : active audio ^ : active video;pre.s:show windows() ! : active audio ^ : active video;/* Postconditions */post.u:set volume(am)! (curr volume = am unless pre.u:set volume(am'));post.u:rede�ne window(g)! (curr picture size = g unless post.u:rede�ne window(g'));/* Audio and video */s:reproduce audio() ! s:show windows();init:curr volume = empty volume;curr picture size = empty size; 34



windows = empty window sequence;: active conf; : active audio; : active video;endinterface loc conf;/* Part of the system-interface related to audio-video conference */system-interface: i, j, k, n : int, ids: sequ(int), pm: protocol message, am: audio, g:graphic, ws: window sequ;/* n � N where N is the number of loc struct interfaces *//* An audio and a video message are being sent by multicast to all participants: fromthe participant i the �rst time */loc conf[i]: post.u:release audio(am,g) ! (^1�j�n;i=j loc conf [i] (loc istruct[j]: pm = in-sert other part ids (insert speaker id (create protocol message(empty protocol message,am),i),list of part) ^ s:reproduce audio(pm,am) ^ user in window sequ(windows,i) = 0^ ws = windows)!loc conf [j] loc conf[j]: (windows = add window(ws, insert user name(insert user video(g, empty window),i)) ^ show windows(windows,g)));/* An audio and a video message are being sent from the participant i to all participantsnot the �rst time */loc conf[i]: post.u:release audio(am,g) ! (^1�j�n;i=j loc conf [i] (loc istruct[j]: pm = in-sert other part ids (insert speaker id (create protocol message(empty protocol message,am),i),list of part) ^ s:reproduce audio(pm,am) ^ user in window sequ(windows,i) = k^ k 6= 0 ^ ws = windows)!loc conf [j] loc conf[j]: (windows = replace window(k,ws,in-sert user video (g, empty window),i)) ^ show windows(windows,g)));/* Changes in the sequence of windows: the iniciator has closed the conference */loc istruct[i]: ((active conf ^ initiator ^ u:close conf()) ! ^1�j�n loc conf [i] loc conf[j]:(windows = empty window sequ) ^ s:close conf() ^ s:close windows() ^ s:show windows(empty window sequ))));/* Changes in the sequence of windows: a participant i who is not the initiator has leftthe conference */loc istruct[i]: ((active conf ^ : initiator ^ u:close conf()) ! ^1�j�n;i6=j (loc conf [i]loc conf[j]: (active conf ^ ws = windows)!loc conf [j] (windows=remove window(user-in window sequ(ws,i),ws) ^ s:close conf()))) ^ windows = empty window sequ ^ show-windows(empty window sequ));/* Only one participant may have the microphone activated at the same time (mutualexclusion) */^1�j�n ^1�i�n;i6=j ((�loc conf [j] loc conf[j]: s:activate audio() ^ �loc conf [j] loc conf[i]: s:acti-vate audio()) ! ((loc conf[i]: (s:release audio() _ u:release audio()) beforeloc conf [j] loc-conf[j]: s:activate audio()) _ (loc conf[j]: ((u:release audio() _ s:release audio())beforeloc conf [i] loc conf[i]: s:activate audio()))));The �rst two laws of the system-interface speci�cation related to audio-video con-ference describe the situation where an audio message and the corresponding video aresent from by multicast from the speaker to all participants. If the message is the re-35



sult of the user's �rst speach during the current conference, the speach is reproducedto all participants, and a window containing the speaker's name and video is insertedinto the sequence of windows shown on the screen of all participants. If the speakerhad already spoken before in the same conference, his latest speach is also reproducedto all participants. However, a new window need not to be opened for the speaker inthe sequence of windows, but only a new video inserted into the existing window andshown to all participants. The operator loc conf [i] can together with the name and theindex of the local istruct interface conveniently describe transmission by multicast in anabstract manner. Here we assume that the multicast is reliable. Since a conference isactually activated from istruct as described later in section 3.2.5, these laws are alreadya part of the system-interface speci�cation related to istruct.The next two laws of the system-interface speci�cation specify the conferencing sys-tem behaviour when a participant leaves the conference. If the participant is the initiator,the conference is closed for all participants. Otherwise, the window of the leaving par-ticipant is removed from the window sequence and the updated sequence is shown to theremaining participants.The last law speci�es that only one conference participant may have the microphoneactivated at the same time (mutual exclusion). For the given formal speci�cation of aconference is typical that not much functionality speci�ed by sorts, but most of it byinterfaces, especially by the system-interface. The reason is that a conference does notrequire complex data structures.In the speci�cation we did not describe:� The video in a window is considered as a whole, imported from the sort graphic.Therefore, it is not divided into parts specifying movements of users and theirmental behaviour. After an analysis of the relevant movements and behaviour, anadditional set of actions could be de�ned and included into the speci�cation. Theset should have a �nite and reasonably small number of elements.� We assumed that handing the initiatory over to another user is not possible.� Continuous transmission of audio and video signals has not been represented forthe reasons already explained at the beginning of this subsection.Involvement of a social protocolAn audio-video conference is one of the typical CSCW applications, where cooperationbetween users is partly controlled by a social protocol. This is a di�erence to \classical"distributed systems, since the e�ect of some social protocol rules has to be taken intoaccount also in the formal speci�cation of a CSCW application.In our opinion, it is better not to integrate the speci�cation of social protocol rulesdirectly into the speci�cation of the system. These are actually two layers of interactionwhich should be described separately. A speci�cation of the social protocol rules related36



to an application should be done �rst. Knowing its contents, the application can beformally described.In an audio-video conference, there is possible that a user has his microphone acti-vated after execution of the actions \u:want to speak" and \s:activate audio". However,if he/she for some reason does not start to speak or the contents of the speach, its lengthor behaviour while talking become unacceptable, the chairman has to a have a possibil-ity to deactivate his/her microphone. For this purpose, the actions \u:take audio" and\s:release audio" are foreseen. The following social protocol rules should be known whilespecifying the conference, but not included in the interface speci�cation:user[i]: u:no talk() !user[i] (user[j]: initiator ! u:take audio());u:no talk() ! s:release audio();As shown in this short example, the temporal logic can also be used to specify socialprotocol rules.3.2.4 Speci�cation of the interfaces for awareness toolsAwareness tools are used to support group aware collaboration. The Iris environmentincludes the following awareness tools [Iris96]:(a) iuserinfo - Iris Session Info Tool for displaying the session information (user \list"),(b) ihostinfo - Iris Host Info Tool for displaying the host status (\list" of hosts partic-ipating in the session), and(c) idocinfo - Iris Document Info Tool for presentation of the information on the cur-rently edited documents.For each tool we give a short informal description and a formal speci�cation of theinterface and accompanied sorts.Interface for iuserinfoiuserinfo displays the users who are currently working or worked on a document. Theusers represented by icons are divided into the groups of active and passive users. Allthe icons are supposed to be shown on the screen at the same time. For each user fromany group, the following information is available:� name (username),� picture,� role (author/reviewer), 37



� current status (online/o�ine), and� general status (on leave/other additional information on status).Since the ordering of the icons inside the groups is for presentation in istruct not par-ticularly important, we represent the list of icons by a set and de�ne the sort set of users.The set consists of two subsets representing the groups of active and passive users de-scribed by two elements of the sort subset of users. Each icon is an element of the sortuser.We specify �rst the sort user very similar to the sort window since all operationsproviding the information on a user are performed by the system. We will also notexplain the functionality of each operation in detail (all insert-operations are used toinsert di�erent parts of information on a user and all get-operations return them).sort user: empty user, insert username, insert picture, insert role, insert curr status,insert gen status, get username, get picture, get role, get curr status, get gen status;based on int, graphic, string;opnsempty user: user;insert username(u: user, username: int): user;insert picture(u: user, pic: graphic): user;insert role(u: user, role: string): user;insert curr status(u: user, cs: string): user;insert gen status(u: user, gs: string): user;get username(u: user): int;get picture(u: user): graphic;get role(u: user): string;get curr status(u: user): string;get gen status(u: user): string;laws u: user, username: int, pic: graphic, role, cs, gs: string;get username(empty user) = 0;get picture(empty user) = empty picture;get role(empty user) = empty string;get curr status(empty user) = empty string;get gen status(empty user) = empty string;get username(insert username(u,username)) = username;get username(insert picture(u,pic)) = username;get username(insert role(u,role)) = get username(u);get username(insert curr status(u,cs)) = get username(u);get username(insert gen status(u,gs)) = get username(u);get picture(insert picture(u,pic)) = pic;get role(insert role(u,role)) = role;get curr status(insert curr status(u,cs)) = cs;38



get gen status(insert gen status(u,gs)) = gs;/* All the get-operations return the requested parameter value independent of theorder in which other parameter values have been inserted (as we completely speci�edfor the operation \get username" */endsort user;In the following we specify a sort describing some elementary operations on a setwhich will later be needed for speci�cation of the istruct interface. An element of the setmay be of any other sort which we for generality call element. This sort also contains theoperation \empty element". The operations \insert" and \remove", in that order, inserta new element into a set and remove an existing element from the set. \is in set(s,e)" is\true" if the element \e" is in the set \s". The sort set is a generic sort.sort set (element[empty element]): empty set, insert element, remove element, is in set;based on bool;opnsempty set: set;insert element(s: set, e: element): set;remove element(s: set, e: element): set;get element(s: set, e: element): element;is in set(s: set, e: element): bool;laws s: set, e,ex,ey: bool;insert(insert(s,e),e) = insert(s,e);insert(insert(s,ex),ey) = insert(insert(s,ey),ex);remove(insert(s,e),e) = s;remove(insert(s,ex),ey) = insert(remove(s,ey),ex);remove(empty set,e) = empty set;is in set(insert(s,e),e);: is in set(empty set,e);ex 6= ey! is in set(insert(s,ex),ey) = is in set(s,ey);endsort set;Several sorts used in the speci�cation of interfaces for awareness tools have the sameoperations and laws as the sort set. The names of the sorts and elements are as speci�edin Table 3.1.Next we specify the sort set of users. It consists of two disjoint subsets: the �rst isan element of the sort active users and the second is an element of passive users. Oneof the subsets may be empty.sort set of users: construct set of users, get subset of active, get subset of passive;based on subset of users, bool; 39



interface name of sort instantiationiuserinfo subset of users set(user[empty user])ihostinfo set of hosts set(host[empty host])idocinfo set of documents set(doc info[empty doc info])idocinfo set of replicas set(replica[empty replica])idocinfo set of curr vers set(version[empty version])idocinfo set of acc rights set(access right[0])Table 3.1: Use of the sort setopnscreate set of users(sa: subset of users, sp: subset of users): set of users;get subset of active(su: set of users): subset of users;get subset of passive(su: set of users): subset of users;laws su: set of users, sa,sp: subset of users, u: user;get subset of active(construct set of users(sa,sp)) = sa;get subset of passive(create set of users(sa,sp)) = sp;get subset of active(construct set of users(sa,sp)) = get subset of active(su);get subset of passive(construct set of users(sa,sp)) = get subset of passive(su);is in set(get subset of active(su),u)! : is in set(get subset of passive(su),u);get subset of active(su) = empty set ! get subset of passive(su) 6= empty set;get subset of passive(su) = empty set ! get subset of active(su) 6= empty set;endsort set of users;iuserinfo is activated and closed from istruct by the system actions \s:open user info"and \s:close user info". After activation or if any information on a user has been changed,the set of users represented by icons is updated by the system action \s:update users(su)"where the parameter \su" denotes the set of users.Besides the system actions, there are also user actions available in loc user info.\u:select users(sel)" is the action to select a user (users) for sending an email or foran initiation of a conference. The action returns a sequence \sel" of username(s) of theselected user(s). \u:insert gen status(gs)" provides a user the possibility to enter a string\gs" containing information on his/her general status.interface loc user info: s:open user info, s:close user info, s:update users, users, s:log-ged in, s:logged out, u:select users, u:insert gen status;based on set of users;instancesusers: set of users;general status: string; 40



actions:s:open user info(), s:close user info(), s:update users(su: set of users), u:select users(sel:sequ(int)), u:insert gen status(gs: string), logged in(h: host), s:logged out(h: host);laws: su: set of users, u: user;/* Postconditions */s:open user info() ! (DISPLAY SET(users) until s:close user info());s:update users(su) ! (users = su atnext post.s:update users(su));u:insert gen status(gs) ! (general status = gs atnext post.u:insert gen status(gs));post.s:logged out(h) ! s:close user info();/* Only one iuserinfo active at the same time */s:open user info() ! (: s:open user info() until s:close user info());start _ s:close user info()! (s:open user info() before (s:update users() _ u:select use-rs() _ u:insert gen status() _ s:close user info()));init:users = empty set; general status = empty string;endinterface loc user info;/* Part of the system-interface related to iuserinfo */system-interface: i,j,n: int, su: set of users, u: user;/* Similar to the laws of loc host info, due to the similarity they will not be speci�ed */Interface for ihostinfoihostinfo displays all hosts involved in editing one or more documents. For each host,an icon with the name and the list of users (usernames) is shown. The icons can berepresented by a set which is an element of the sort set of hosts where each host is anelement of the sort host. host is based on the sort int for names and on sequ(int) for thelist of users. Since its operations are similar to the operations of the sort user, it needsno further explanation.sort host: empty host, insert host name, insert list of users, get host name, get list of-users;based on int, sequ(int);opnsempty host: host;insert host name(h: host, hn: int): host;insert list of users(h: host, ul: sequ(int)): host;get host name(h: host): int;get list of users(h: host): sequ(int);laws h: host, hn: int, ul: sequ(int);get host name(empty host) = 0; 41



get list of users(empty host) = empty sequ int;get host name(insert host name(h,hn)) = hn;get list of users(insert list of users(h,ul)) = ul;get host name(insert list of users(h,ul)) = get host name(h);get list of users(insert host name(h,hn)) = get list of users(h);endsort host;Like the other two awareness tools, ihostinfo is called automatically after activationof istruct and closed together with istruct. It is opened by the action \s:open host info"and closed by \s:close host info". After ihostinfo is activated, a set of icons is updatedas speci�ed by the system action \s:update hosts(sh)" and displayed to a user. Theparameter \sh" denotes a set of hosts represented by the icons. Functionality of popup-menus which are used to provide some additional information on hosts and to reordericons in a window will not be speci�ed, since it is not necessarily needed for speci�cationof the istruct interface. The speci�cation of the loc host info interface therefore containsno user actions. ihostinfo only shows the contents of data structures provided exclusivelyby the system.The data described by an element of set of hosts and its element from host are changedonly when a participant leaves the session or a new participant joins the session. Thechanges can be speci�ed on the system level only. If a user has logged in/out, his namehas to be added to/removed from the list of users for that particular host, and theupdated information on the host (represented by an element of host) has to be changedin the set of hosts.We assume that ihostinfo gets the required information on hosts from the operatingsystem by the system actions \s:logged out(h)" and \s:logged in(h)". The system actionsare the result of the user actions \u:logout" and \u:login" executed during the interactionof a user with the operating system. The parameter \h" represents the host where a useris logged in/out.The operations \insert el in sequ int" and \remove el from sequ int" in the followingspeci�cation of the loc host info interface are assumed to be de�ned in the sort sequ(int).\DISPLAY SET(hosts)" is a variable which speci�es the actual presentation of a set ofhosts represented by icons to a user (displaying the complete set of icons in a window).interface loc host info: s:open host info, s:close host info, s:update hosts, hosts, s:log-ged in, s:logged out;based on set of hosts;instanceshosts: set of hosts;actions:s:open host info(), s:close host info(), s:update hosts(sh: set of hosts), s:logged in(h:host), s:logged out(h: host);laws: sh: set of hosts, h: host; 42



/* Postconditions */s:open host info() ! (DISPLAY SET(hosts) until s:close host info());post.s:update hosts(sh) ! hosts = sh;post.s:logged out(h) ! s:close host info();/* Only one ihostinfo active at the same time */s:open host info() ! (: s:open host info() until s:close host info());start _ s:close host info()! (s:open host info() before (s:update hosts() _ s:close host-info()));init:hosts = empty set;endinterface loc host info;/* Part of the system-interface related to ihostinfo */system-interface: i,j,n: int, sh: set of hosts, h: host;/* A participant i who had worked on the host h has logged out */loc host info[i]: (sh = hosts ^ s:logged out(h)) ! ^1�j�n;i6=j loc host info[i] (loc host in-fo[j]: update hosts (insert(remove(sh,h), insert list of users(h, remove el from sequ int(get list of users(h),i))));/* Update of information on the participant i for the next login */loc host info[i]: ((s:logged out(h) ^ hosts = sh) ! (hosts = insert(remove(sh,h), in-sert list of users(h, remove el from sequ int(get list of users(h),i))) atnext post.s:logged-out(h)));loc host info[i]: ((s:logged in(h) ^ hosts = sh)! (hosts = insert(sh,insert list of users(h,insert el in sequ int(get list of users(h),i)))));/* A new participant i has logged in on the host h */loc host info[i]: (sh = hosts ^ s:logged in(h))! ^1�j�n;i=j loc host info[i] (loc host info[j]:update hosts (insert(sh,insert list of users (h, insert el in sequ int(get list of users(h),i)))));Interface for idocinfoidocinfo displays for each document:� its owner,� a list of replicas,� a list of current versions, and� a list of users with di�erent access rights.The list of replicas, the list of current versions and the list of users with di�erent accessrights are represented by elements of the sort set of replicas based on the sort replica,set of curr vers based on version and set of acc rights based on access right. replica,43



version and access right are similar to user or host and therefore will not be speci�ed indetail. We give only a list of their operations:� replica:- empty replica: replica;- insert host name(re: replica, hn: int): replica;- insert time(re: replica, time: int): replica;- get host name(re: replica): int;- get time(re: replica): int;� version:- empty version: version;- insert username(vs: version, username: int): version;- insert host name(vs: version, hn: int): version;- insert version number(vs: version, version no: int): version;- get username(vs: version): int;- get host name(vs: version): int;- get version number(vs: version): int;� access right:- empty access right: access right;- insert username(ar: access right, username: int): access right;- insert right(ar: access right, right: string): access right;- get username(ar: access right): int;- get right(ar: access right): string;Only information on one document is shown at the same time. Information on eachdocument can be represented by an element of the set set of documents.sort doc info: empty doc info, insert owner, insert set of replicas, insert set of curr vers,insert set of acc rights;based on int, set of replicas, set of curr vers, set of acc rights;opnsempty doc info: doc info;insert owner(di: doc info, ow: int): user;insert set of replicas(di: doc info, sr: set of replicas): doc info;insert set of curr vers(di: doc info, scv: set of curr vers): doc info;44



insert set of acc rights(di: doc info, sar: set of acc rights): doc info;get owner(di: doc info): int;get set of replicas(di: doc info): set of replicas;get set of curr vers(di: doc info): set of curr vers;get set of acc rights(di: doc info): set of acc rights;laws di: doc info, ow: int, sr: set of replicas, scv: set of curr vers, sar: set of acc rights;get owner(empty doc info) = 0;get set of replicas(empty doc info) = empty set;get set of curr vers(empty doc info) = empty set;get set of acc rights(empty doc info) = empty set;get owner(insert owner(di,ow)) = ow;get owner(insert set of replicas(di,sr)) = get owner(di);get owner(insert set of curr vers(di,scv)) = get owner(di);get owner(insert set of acc rights(di,sar)) = get owner(di);get set of replicas(insert set of replicas(di,sr)) = sr;get set of curr vers(insert set of curr vers(di,scv)) = scv;get set of acc rights(insert set of acc rights(di,sar)) = sar;/* All the get-operations return the requested parameter value independent of theorder in which other parameter values have been inserted (as we completely speci�edfor the operation \get owner" */endsort doc info;Actions of the idocinfo interface are system actions displaying only the data speci�edby the related sorts. The interface is very similar to the iuserinfo and ihostinfo interfacesand therefore will not be speci�ed.In the speci�cation of interfaces for awareness tools can be seen how a tool function-ality reects in the contents of the interface speci�cation. Since the functionality of theawareness tools is mostly to update and show the contents of data structures, the majorpart of the functionality is speci�ed by operations in sorts. CADT have been proved tobe quite convenient for this purpose.3.2.5 Speci�cation of the istruct interfaceA structure object edited in istruct can in general be de�ned as an n-tree containingnodes of two types:� Structure nodes are used for structure de�nition of a document. All nodes in a treeexcept leaves are structure nodes.� Document nodes are used as pointers to contents objects (real documents). Onlyleaves of a tree are document nodes. 45



Contents objects are assigned di�erent document types. A Mimetype of a documentmay be an ASCII text, HTML pages or another format de�ned in RFC 1521 and 1522(for the complete list of types supported in Iris see [Koch97]).We specify a structured object by the sort with the same name. Since a structured ob-ject is composed of nodes, the sort structured object is based on the sort struct obj node.struct object node de�nes operations on a node of a structured object. It is based onelementary sorts nat (natural numbers), sequ(nat) (sequence of natural numbers) andbool (boolean) which are often used in algebraic speci�cations and will not be de�ned inthis report. An interested reader may refer to [Wirs90] for details.In the following de�nition of struct obj node we also use the sorts structured objectand document. \set lock" and \delete lock" are operations with signature (sequ(nat),structured object): structured object in the sort structured object. The sort documentis assumed to already contain an operation of assignment of a Mimetype to a particulardocument. \empty string" is assumed to be de�ned in the sort string.The operations \add succ" and \delete succ" add and delete the n-th successor of anode. \get succ" returns the n-th successor of a node and \get number succ" the numberof its successors. \make document node", \is document node" and \get document" areoperations related to document nodes. \make document node" creates a node withthe property of a document node, \is document node" returns \true" if a node hasthat property and \get document" returns the document where the node is pointing to.\lock node", \delete lock node" and \is locked node" are used together with the lock-operations from the sort structured object to describe explicit and implicit locking ofnodes in istruct. \set string" allows to insert a new string or replace an existing stringassigned to a node and \get string" returns its contents. \compare struct obj nodes" is\true" if the compared nodes are equal. \compare documents" comparing contents oftwo �les is assumed to be de�ned in the sort �le.sort struct obj node: empty struct obj node, add succ, get number succ, delete succ,get succ, make document node, get document, is document node, lock node, delete lo-ck node, is locked node;based on structured object, nat, sequ(nat), bool, document;opnsempty struct obj node: struct obj node;add succ(node: struct obj node, n: nat, t: structured object): struct obj node;get number succ(node: struct obj node): nat;delete succ(node: struct obj node, n: nat): struct obj node;get succ(node: struct obj node, n: nat): structured object;make document node(node: struct obj node, doc: �le): struct obj node;get document(node: struct obj node): �le;is document node(node: struct obj node): bool;lock node(node: struct obj node): struct obj node;delete lock node(node: struct obj node): struct obj node;46



is locked node(node: struct obj node): bool;set string(node: struct obj node, s: string): struct obj node;get string(node: struct obj node): string;compare struct obj nodes(node1: struct obj node, node2:struct obj node): bool;laws node, node1, node2: struct obj node, n,m: nat, t: structured object, doc: document,s: string;get number succ(empty struct obj node) = 0;get number succ(node) = n-1 ! get number succ(add succ(node,n,t)) = n;get number succ(node) 6= n-1 ! add succ(node,n,t) = node;n > m ! get succ(add succ(node,n,t),m) = get succ(node,m);get succ(add succ(node,n,t),n) = t;n > get number succ(node) ! get succ(node,n) = empty structured object;n > m ! delete succ(add succ(node,n,t),m) = delete succ(node,m);delete succ(add succ(node,n,t),n) = node;n > get number succ(node) ! add succ(delete succ(node,n),n-1,t) = node;delete succ(make document node(node,doc),n) = delete succ(node,n);get number succ(node) > 0 ! : is document node(node);get number succ(node) = 0 ! is document node(make document node(node,doc));is document node(node) ! get document(make document node(node,doc)) = doc;is document node(node) ! add succ(node,n,t) = node;is document node(node) ! is document node(add succ(node,n,t));is document node(add succ(node,n,t)) ! get document(add succ(node,n,t)) = get -document(node);is document node(delete succ(node,n)) ! get document(delete succ(node,n)) = get -document(node);: is document node(node) ! get document(node) = empty document;: is document node(node) ! : is document node(add succ(node,n,t));: is document node(make document node(node,doc)) ! add succ(make document -node(node,doc),n,t) = add succ(node,n,t);lock node(add succ(node,n,t)) = add succ(lock node(node),n,set lock(empty sequ nat,t));: is locked node(empty struct obj node);is locked node(lock node(empty struct obj node));delete lock node(lock node(node)) = node;delete lock node(empty struct obj node) = empty struct obj node;delete lock node(add succ(node,n,t)) = add succ(delete lock node(node), n, delete -lock(empty sequ nat,t));delete lock node(lock node(node),n) = lock node(delete lock node(node,n));get string(empty struct obj node) = empty string;get string(set string(node, s)) = s;get string(add succ(node, n)) = get string(node);get string(delete succ(node, n)) = get string(node);47



get string(delete lock node(node)) = get string(node);get string(make document node(node,doc)) = get string(node);get string(lock node(node)) = get string(node);compare struct obj nodes(empty struct obj node, empty struct obj node);node1 6= empty struct obj node ! : compare struct obj nodes(node1, empty struct-obj node);node2 6= empty struct obj node! : compare struct obj nodes(empty struct obj node,node2);node1 6= empty struct obj node ^ node2 6= empty struct obj node ! compare struct-obj nodes(node1, node2) = compare struct obj nodes(get succ(node1, get number succ(node1)), get succ(node2, get number succ(node2))) ^ compare struct obj nodes (de-lete succ(node1, get num succ(node1)), delete succ(node2, get num succ(node2))) ^get string(node1) = get string(node2) ^ (is document node(node1)$ is document no-de(node2) ^ compare documents(get document(node1), get document(node2)));endsort struct obj node;The sort structured object de�ned next contains similar groups of operations:� operations for addition of a node to a structure object (\add struct obj node",\insert struct object node"), and deletion of a node (\delete struct obj node"),� operations for locking (\set lock", \delete lock", \is locked"),� the operation for comparison of structure objects \compare", and in addition� copy and move operations on subtrees (\copy subtree" and \move subtree").While \add struct obj node" abstractly describes only an addition of a node to astructure object, \insert struct obj node" speci�es its actual insertion onto the positionde�ned by the sequence \ns" of node successor indices in the path from the root to thecurrent node and by the index \n" of the successor node which we want to insert as then-th successor of the current node. The assignment of the successor indices 1,...,n alwaysstarts with the left most successor.\move subtree" and \copy subtree" are de�ned using the operation \insert struct ob-ject node" for each node in the subtree. In \move subtree", the subtree on the originalposition is after that deleted. n1 and ns1 in both operations de�ne the original positionand n2 and ns2 the new position of the moved/copied subtree.A complete speci�cation of locks and intention locks of istruct is in this sort (and alsoin the local istruct interface) impossible, because it requires global information on otherusers working on the document which is known only on the level of the system-interface.\�rst" and \rest" are operations in the sort sequ(nat). In the sort sequ(nat), there isalso an operation \post�x" with the signature (sequ(nat),nat): sequ(nat).48



sort structured object: empty structured object, add struct obj node, delete struct obj-node, select node, get node, insert struct obj node, copy subtree, move subtree, set lock,delete lock, is locked;based on struct obj node, bool, nat, sequ(nat), document;opnsempty structured object: structured object;add struct obj node(node: struct obj node, t: structured object): structured object;delete struct obj node(ns: sequ(nat), n: nat, t: structured object): structured object;select node(ns: sequ(nat), t: structured object): struct obj node;get node(t: structured object): node;insert struct obj node(ns: sequ(nat), n: nat, node: struct obj node, t: structured object):structured object;copy subtree(ns1: sequ(nat), n1: nat, ns2: sequ(nat), n2: nat, t: structured object):structured object;move subtree(ns1: sequ(nat), n1: nat, ns2: sequ(nat), n2: nat, t: structured object):structured object;set lock(ns: sequ(nat), t: structured object): structured object;delete lock(ns: sequ(nat), t: structured object): structured object;is locked(ns: sequ(nat), t: structured object): bool;compare(t1: structured object, t2: structured object): bool;laws ns,ns1,ns2: sequ(nat), n,n1,n2: nat, t, t1, t2: structured object, node: struct obj node;get node(empty structured object) = empty struct obj node;get node(add node(node,t)) = node;insert struct obj node(empty sequ nat,n,node,t) = add struct obj node(add succ(get -node(t), n, add struct obj node(node, empty structured object)), empty structured-object);: isempty(ns)! insert struct obj node(ns,n,node,t) = add struct obj node(add succ(delete succ(get node(t), �rst(ns)), �rst(n), insert struct obj node(rest(ns), n, node,get succ(get node(t), �rst(ns)))), empty structured object);select node(empty sequ nat,t) = get node(t);: isempty(ns)! select node(ns,t) = select node(rest(ns),get succ(get node(t), �rst(ns)));copy subtree(ns1,n1,ns2,n2,t) = insert struct obj node(ns2, n2,select node(post�x(ns1,n1),t),t);move subtree(ns1,n1,ns2,n2,t) = delete struct obj node(post�x(ns1,n1), n1, insert stru-ct obj node(ns2, n2,select node(post�x(ns1,n1), t), t));set lock(empty sequ nat,t) = add struct obj node (lock node(get node(t)), empty stru-ctured object);: isempty(ns)! set lock(ns,t) = add struct obj node(add child(delete succ(get node(t),�rst(ns)),set lock(rest(ns), get succ(get node(t), �rst(ns)))), empty structured object);is locked(empty sequ nat,t) = is locked node(get node(t));: isempty(ns)! is locked(ns,t) = is locked(rest(ns),get succ(get node(t),�rst(ns)));49



delete struct obj node(empty sequ nat,n,t) = add struct obj node(delete succ(get no-de(t),n), empty structured object);: isempty(ns) ! delete struct obj node(ns,n,t) = add struct obj node(add succ(de-lete succ(get node(t), �rst(ns)), �rst(ns), delete struct obj node(rest(ns), n, get succ-(get node(t), �rst(ns)))), empty structured object);compare(empty structured object, empty structured object);t1 6= empty structured object ! : compare(t1, empty structured object);t2 6= empty structured object ! : compare(empty structured object, t2);t1 6= empty structured object ^ t2 6= empty structured object ! compare(t1,t2) =compare struct obj nodes(get node(t1),get node(t2));endsort structured object;Since the de�nition of sorts and interfaces included in istruct is given, it is possibleto precisely specify the loc istruct compound interface. Actions are related to the func-tionality of istruct as a structure editor or to its interaction with external applications(email, audio-video conference and awareness tools). First, the istruct functionality vis-ible in its external behaviour has to be identi�ed and after that the sketch of a formalspeci�cation of loc istruct given in subsection 3.2.1 has to be re�ned.Following the Iris informal descriptions in [Koch95a, Koch95b, Iris96, Koch97] andsome other informal descriptions of MBone tools and electronic mailers (especially man-uals), we identify the following parts of the istruct functionality which a�ect its externalbehaviour and should be described in the interface speci�cation:(a) Editing structured objects without interaction with other applications. The func-tionality includes:- The start of istruct on a particular structure object and closing istruct.This can be speci�ed by the user actions \u:open istruct(t)" and \u:close istru-ct" where the parameter t of the sort structured object denotes the structuredobject.- Creation and changing structure views. A structure view is a window show-ing either the complete structure of nodes (a tree) for the currently editedstructured object or only a part of it (a subtree). The default structure viewis the view of the root node only and is opened after starting istruct withoutselection of any node. New views may after that be created by selection of anode in the tree and by disabling the identi�cators of its successors. Theseidenti�cators are required to be shown to a user before enabling/disabling. Inthis way only the desired part of the tree may be viewed and the others hid-den. The hidden nodes cannot be selected in that view any more. A structureview may be closed any time. Closing the last view, the editor is closed.We specify selection of a node by the user action \u:sel node(ns)" where theparameter \ns" of sort sequ(nat) represents the position of the selected node.Although in a di�erent view, each new structure view actually represents the50



same element of structured object. Therefore we specify only one structureview for one structured object.- Changing the object structure. It is possible to insert or delete a node, to copyor move a subtree, and to update the node attributes. The node attributesare the name (i.e. a document title or a title of a subdocument containing achapter, section, etc.) and the identi�er of the document type (i.e. Mimetype).The latter are speci�ed only for leaves of a tree. All the structure editingoperations implicitly lock the involved nodes of a structured object. Thenodes become unlocked again as soon as an execution of an structure-changingoperation is �nished. A new version of the document is distributed to allusers. The structure-changing operations are initiated by selecting nodes inthe current structure view followed by selection of an operation.The related structure-changing user actions in the speci�cation are \u:insert-node(node: struct obj node)", \u:del node(n: nat)", \u:copy subtr(n1: nat,ns2: sequ(nat), n2: nat)", \u:move subtr(n1: nat, ns2: sequ(nat), n2: nat)"and \u:update attr(s: string)". All the actions are based on the correspondingoperations of structured object. A new version of a document is distributed toother users by the system action \s:update version(t: structured object)".- Explicit locking. It is possible to lock a node explicitly if it is selected andnot already locked. Otherwise, the attempt of locking is unsuccessful.An explicit lock is required for the currently selected node by the user ac-tion \u:intend to lock". If allowed, the lock is done by the system action\s:expl lock(ns: sequ(nat))". Otherwise, the user gets a rejection by \s:dis-play lock not possible". A node becomes unlocked again by the action \s:end-lock".- Locked nodes and nodes with intention locks (the latter are nodes which can-not be locked because their successors are already locked) are to be displayedin di�erent colours than the unlocked nodes. The colour of the node is theonly information to a user about the status of the node (locked, unlocked, un-der intention lock). This information cannot be displayed without interactionwith the idocinfo awareness tool. A user attempt to lock the nodes colouredas locked or intentionally locked is always unsuccessful.An implicit lock is done by the system action \s:impl lock(ns: sequ(nat))"and an intention lock with \s:int lock(node,t,st)".(b) Editing including interaction with a content editor:- Start of a content editor. The content editor is an application external toistruct (usually a text editor or an editor for other document types) whichis invoked to edit the contents of a document. An appropriate editor forthe document type is started automatically by selecting a node pointing to adocument. 51



The described is performed upon the user action \u:sel for editing(ns: sequ(nat))".(c) Interaction with awareness tools.- Start of the user info, host info and doc info tools. The awareness tools arestarted automatically after the start of istruct.The start of awareness tools is speci�ed by the system actions \s:open user in-fo", \s:open host info" and \open doc info" already de�ned in their interfaces.- Resolution of conicts related to di�erent versions of replicated documents.By the comparison between the remote and the local history in idocinfo, theconicting updates may be determined. Despite that eventual conicts have tobe noti�ed, it must be possible to continue work with the conicting versions.Specifying that functionality we assume that a new version is created af-ter each \save" in a local text editor while editing a document or after anystructure changing operation on the document. Replicas are copies of thedocument of the same version. A conict means a di�erence in contents orstructure between two versions of the document.The action \s:conict notif()" is a noti�cation on conict referred to di�erentversions of a document.(d) Interaction with an audio-video conference.- A conference may be initiated (as described below, an initiation is madethrough the interaction with the iuserinfo tool) by an initiator. We assumehere that, if a conference already exists, another one must not be initiatedinside the same set of users or its subset until the �rst conference is closed.- An invitation to a conference may be or may not be accepted by the inviteduser. If all invited users have rejected the invitation, the conference cannotbe established.The action of invitation is \s:invite to conf" and the user actions of accep-tance/rejection are \u:join conf" and \u:not join conf".- Under certain circumstances, the right to speak may be taken the currentspeaker away by the initiator. This part of functionality refers to a socialprotocol as already discussed at the end of the previous subsection.For taking oor resp. the microphone, the initiator may use the action\u:take audio". This can be speci�ed in the system-interface only, since theidentity of the initiator is in the lower-level interfaces unknown.(e) Interaction with email.- A noti�cation of acceptance of new mails with a subject containing the nameof the edited structured object has to be provided.52



- The possibility to start an electronic mailer is needed (iuserinfo is involvedhere again as described in the next item).(f) Interaction with several external applications at the same time.- Sending an email message may be initiated from istruct by clicking a usericon in iuserinfo. A message may be sent to one from the set of users who areworking or worked in the past on the currently edited document. By clickingone or more user icons, identi�cation of recipients is provided for istruct.The identi�cation of recipients and the subject (name of the document) areinserted automatically. If the subject contains the name of a structured object,the recipient will automatically get a noti�cation on arrival of the message.There is no possibility of calling the mail interface directly by a user.- An audio-video conference may also be initiated by clicking user icons iniuserinfo. This is possible for users only whose current status in iuserinfo is\online".The related actions of initiation are \u:select users for email(ids: sequ(int))"and \u:select users for conf(ids: sequ(int))". \ids" speci�es the set of all in-vited users, but not the set of users actually joining the conference. Fromthat initial set of users, the set of actual conference participants is generatedby the system actions \s:update participants(i)" and \s:update invited(i)"which after each \u:join conf" or \u:not join conf" remove the invited userwith the identi�er \i" from \ids". The instances \inv participants" and\conf participants" are correspondingly updated.In the case of email, ids already contains identi�ers of all message recipients.Noti�cation on incoming messages with a subject related to a document isspeci�ed by the system action \s:rel message notif".The informal speci�cation has been transformed into the following formal speci�ca-tion:interface loc istruct: u:open istruct, u:close istruct, u:sel node, u:sel node for editing,u:insert node, u: del node, u:move subtr, u:copy subtree, u:update attr, u:intend to lock,s:expl lock, s:display lock not possible, s:impl lock, s:end lock, s:int lock, s:update versi-on, s:conict notif, u:select users for conf, u:select users for email, s:invite to conf, u:jo-in conf, u:not join conf, s:rel message notif, s:update participants, s:update invited, curr-node, global version, local version, selected users, initiator, is locked, locked node, ver-sion no, initiator id, inv participants, conf participants;contains loc email, loc text editor, loc conf, loc user info, loc host info, loc doc info;based on structured object, sequ(nat), sequ(int), bool;instances:global version, local version: structured object;53



curr node, locked node: sequ(nat);version no, initiator id: int;selected users, inv participants, conf participants: sequ(int);initiator, is locked: bool;actions:u:open istruct(t: structured object), u:close istruct(), u:sel node(ns: sequ(nat)), u:sel no-de for editing(ns: sequ(nat)), u:insert node(node: struct obj node), u: del node(n: nat),u:move subtr(n1: nat, ns2: sequ(nat), n2: nat), u:copy subtree(n1: nat, ns2: sequ(nat),n2: nat), u:update attr(s: string), u:intend to lock, s:expl lock(ns: sequ(nat)), s:display-lock not possible(), s:impl lock(), s:end lock(), s:int lock(), s:update version(t: struc-tured object), s:conict notif(), u:select users for conf(ids: sequ(int)), u:select users for-email(ids: sequ(int)), s:invite to conf(i: int), u:join conf(), u:not join conf(), s:rel mes-sage notif(), s:update participants(i: int), s:update invited(i: int);laws: t: structured object, ns, ns', n, n1, n2: nat, ns2: sequ(nat), node: struct obj node,v, i: int, ids: sequ(int), mb: mbox, f: �le, s: string;/* Preconditions */u:intend to lock() ! compare(global version, local version);/* Postconditions */post.u:open istruct(t)! local version = t;post.u:select node(node) ! curr node = ns until u:select node(ns');(u:insert node(node) ^ t = local version) ! (local version = insert struct obj node(curr node, get num of succ(select node(curr node,t) + 1), node, t) atnext post.u:insert-node (node));(u:del node(n) ^ t = local version)! (local version = delete struct obj node(curr node,n, t) atnext post.u:del node(n));(u:move subtr(n1,ns2,n2) ^ t = local version) ! (local version = move subtree(curr-node, n1, ns2, n2, t) atnext post.u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2));(u:copy subtr(n1,ns2,n2) ^ t = local version)! (local version = copy subtree(curr no-de, n1, ns2, n2, t) atnext post.u:copy subtr(n1, ns2, n2));(u:update attr(s) ^ t = local version ^ curr node 6= empty sequ nat)! (local version= insert struct obj node(lead(curr node), last(curr node), set string (select node(curr-node, t), s), delete struct obj node (lead(curr node), last(curr node), t)) atnext post.u:update attr(s));(u:update attr(s) ^ t = local version ^ curr node = empty sequ nat)! (local version= add struct obj node(set string(get node(t), s), empty struct obj node) atnext post.u:update attr(s));post.s:expl lock(ns) ! (is locked ^ locked node = ns) until s:end lock());post.s:end lock() ! : is locked unless s:expl lock(ns);((post.u:insert node(node) _ post.u:del node(n) _ post.u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _post.u:copy subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ post.u:update attr(s)) ^ is subsequ(locked node, curr-node)) ! s:end lock();loc text editor: close() !loc text editor loc istruct: end lock();54



(s:update version(t) ^ v = version no) ! ((version no = v + 1 ^ global version = t)atnext post.s:update version(t));(s:update version(t) ^ compare(global version, local version)) ! (local version = tatnext post.s:update version(t));(s:update version(t) ^ local version = t' ^ : compare(global version, local version))! ((  conict notif() ^ t' = local version) atnext post.s:update version(t));/* No action may be executed between u:intend to lock() and s:expl lock(ns) or s:display-lock not possible */(u:intend to lock() ^ ns = curr node) ! : (u:insert node(node) _ u:del node(n) _u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ u:select node(ns') _ u:select for editing(ns) _ u:copy subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ u:update attr(s) _ u:intend to lock()) until s:expl lock(ns) _ s:display-lock not possible()));/* Fairness for getting a lock */u:intend to lock() ^ ns = curr node ^ t = local version) ! � ((get string(select node(ns, local version)) = get string(select node(ns, t)) ^ select node(ns,local version) 6=empty struct obj node ^ expl lock(ns)) _ (:(get string(select node (ns, local version))= get string(select node(ns, t)) ^ select node(ns, local version) 6= empty struct obj no-de) ^ s:display lock not possible()));/* Local distribution of the new version */((post.u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ post.u:copy subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ post.u:insert node(node) _ post.u:del node(n) _ post.u:update attr(s) _ loc text editor[i]: post.close())^ v = version no) ! (version no = v + 1 ^ global version = local version);/* Invocation of loc text editor and feedback */post.u:select for editing(ns) ^ t = local version ^ ns 6= empty sequ nat)! loc text-editor: (open(get document(select node(ns, t)))! 2loc text editor loc text editor: ((po-st.save() ^ f = act �le) !loc text editor loc istruct: local version = insert struct obj-node(lead(ns), last(ns), make document node (select node(ns,t), f, delete struct obj-node(lead(ns), last(ns), t)))));post.u:select for editing(ns) ^ t = local version ^ ns = empty sequ nat)! loc text-editor: (open(get document(select node(ns, t)))! 2loc text editor loc text editor: ((po-st.save() ^ f = act �le)!loc text editor loc istruct: local version = add struct obj no-de (make document node (select node(ns,t), f, empty struct obj)));/* Conference activation *//* Postconditions */post.s:invite to conf(i)! (i = initiator id ^ � (u:join conf() _ u: not join()));post.u:select users for conf(ids) ! initiator unless s:invite to conf(i);post.s:invite to conf() ! (: initiator unless u:select users for conf(ids));post.u:select users for conf(ids)! inv participants = ids ^ conf participants = empty-sequ int;(s:update participants(i) ^ ids = conf participants ^ ids' = inv participants)! ((conf-participants = insert sequ(ids, i) ^ inv participants = delete sequ int(ids',i))) atnextpost.s:update participants(i)); 55



(s:update invited(i) ^ ids' = inv participants) ! ( inv participants = delete sequ int(ids',i)) atnext post.s:update invited(i));/* Interaction with email */(post.u:select users for email(ids) ^ s = get string(get node(local version)))! loc-email: compose message(s, ids);loc email: (mb = mbox! ((num of messages in mbox(mb) = num of messages in-mbox (mailbox)) = s) !  loc istruct: (s = get string(get node(local version)) !s:rel message notif()));/* Interaction with awareness tools */post.u:open istruct(t) !  (loc user info: s:open user info() ^ loc host info: s:open-host info() ^ loc doc info: s:open doc info());post.u:close istruct(t) !  (loc user info: s:close user info() ^ loc host info: s:close-host info() ^ loc doc info: s:close doc info());init:global version = empty structured object; local version = empty structured object;curr node = empty sequ nat; locked node = empty sequ nat;version no = 0; initiator id = -1;selected users = empty sequ int;inv participants = empty sequ int;conf participants = empty sequ int;: initiator; : is locked;endinterface loc istruct;/* Part of the system-interface related to loc istruct */system-interface: t: structured object, ns, ns', n, n1, n2: nat, ns2: sequ(nat), node:struct obj node, s: string, v, i, j: int, ids': sequ(int), mb: mbox;/* Mutual exclusion de�ned by a lock */V1�i�n V1�j�n;i6=j ((�loc istruct[i] loc istruct[j]: s:expl lock(ns) ^ �loc istruct[i] loc istruct[i]:(((u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ u:copy subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ u:insert node(node) _ u:del-node(n) _ u:update attr(s)) ^ is subsequ(ns, curr node)) _ (u:select for editing(ns') ^is subsequ(ns, ns')))) ! ((loc istruct[j]: post.s:end lock() beforeloc istruct[i] loc istruct[i]:(((u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ u:copy subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ u:insert node(node) _ u:del-node(n)) _ u:update attr(s)) ^ is subsequ(ns, curr node)) _ (u:select for editing(ns') ^is subsequ(ns, ns'))) _ (loc istruct[i]: (((post.u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ post.u:copy-subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ post.u:insert node(node) _ post.u:del node(n) _ post.u:update attr(s)) ^ is subsequ(ns, curr node)) _ loc text editor[i]: post.close()) beforeloc istruct[i] loc-istruct[j]: s:expl lock(ns))));/* Distribution of the new version */loc struct[i]: ((post.u:move subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ post.u:copy subtr(n1, ns2, n2) _ post.u:in-sert node(node) _ post.u:del node(n) _ post.u:update attr(s) _ loc text editor[i]: post.clo-se()) ^ t = local version) ! V1�j�n;i6=j loc istruct[i] loc istruct[j]: update version(t);/* Activation of a conference */ 56



loc istruct[i]: post.u:select users for conf(ids) ! V1�j�n;is in sequ(ids;j) loc istruct[i] loc-istruct[j]: s: invite to conf(i);loc istruct[i]: (post.u:join conf() ^ j = initiator id) ! loc istruct[i] loc istruct[j]: up-date participants(i);loc istruct[i]: (post.u:not join conf() ^ j = initiator id)!loc istruct[i] loc istruct[j]: up-date invited(i);loc istruct[i]: ((post.s:update participants(i) _ post.s:update invited(i)) ^ inv participa-nts = empty sequ int ^ conf participants 6= empty sequ int ^ ids' = conf participants)! V1�j�n;is in sequ(ids0 ;j) loc istruct[i] loc conf[j]: s:open conf();loc istruct[i]: (post.u:take audio() ! V1�j�n;i6=j loc istruct[i] loc conf[j]: active audio !s:release audio());Some laws of the system-interface of istruct related to the audio-video conferenceinterface have been already de�ned in loc conference.3.2.6 Speci�cation of the system-interfaceThe parts of the system-interface related to di�erent applications have already beenspeci�ed in the previous subsections. The complete system-interface is therefore de�nedas follows:system Iris:consists of loc istruct[1], ..., loc istruct[n];based on/* all sorts of the variables involved in the laws of the system-interface speci�cationsfor email, audio-video conference, awareness tools and structure editor */laws:/* laws as de�ned in the system-interface speci�cations for email, audio-video confer-ence, awareness tools and structure editor */endsystem Iris;Considering the contents of individual local interface speci�cations and the system-interface speci�cation, the initially emphasized aspects of user interaction and coopera-tion may be observed:� Actions are speci�ed as user and system actions depending on who initiates them.Only externally observable system actions of interfaces are speci�ed.� Asynchronous communication has been speci�ed in the email interface and syn-chronous communication in the audio-video conference interface. Including speci�-cations of both tools into the istruct interface speci�cation, their combination canbe observed. 57



� In the speci�cation of the audio-video conference interface, audio and video aredescribed by di�erent sorts. Other media involved in the speci�cation are text andgraphichs.� Cooperation between users can be observed in the speci�cations of all interfaceswhich contain the system-interface part. Cooperation awareness is described byspeci�cation of awareness tools.� Involvement of a social protocol has been observed in the audio-video conferenceinterface and in the istruct interface. Despite that the intermediate documentversions are distributed to all participants after each structure operation and aretreated as temporarily global, the �nal global version of a document may be de�nedonly upon agreement of all participants working on a document.For better presentation of the system-interface speci�cation of Iris, we give in table3.2 an overview of all its building blocks. De�nition of all operations, actions, parametersand instances involved can be found in the previous subsections.
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speci�cation components totalsystemIris 1compound interfaces (per user)loc istructloc email 2interfaces (per user)loc text editorloc editor in emailloc confloc user infoloc host infoloc doc info 6sortsgenerally used: int, sequ(int), nat, sequ(nat), string, string sequ,bool, �le 8used in loc text editor: editor 1used in loc conf: audio, protocol message, graphic, window,window sequ 5used in the interfaces of awareness tools: user, subset of users,set of users, host, set of hosts, replica, version, access right,doc info, set of replicas, set of curr vers, set of access rights,set of documents 13used in loc istruct: document, struct obj node, structured object 3used in loc email: message, mbox 2 32Table 3.2: Speci�cation components of the system Iris
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Chapter 4Use of the method4.1 Methodological guidelinesThe proposed formal method can not e�ciently be used without de�nition of an ac-companied speci�cation methodology, because only a formal method cannot provide asystematical translation of an informal description into a formal one. The methodologi-cal guidelines described in the following are based on our experience collected by usingthe method for speci�cation of di�erent examples. Our experience also shows that amethodology can only be precisely de�ned on the basis of complex examples of realapplications, in our case Iris.The input of our method is an informal requirements speci�cation or a detailed infor-mal description of an existing application. Its output is a complete formal speci�cationof the functionality required at the input. The method can be used for speci�cation ofan application constructed from scratch or from existing components.A CADT speci�cation is constructed using the following steps (the methodologyoutline is shown in �gure 4.1):� First, a detailed analysis of the given informal requirements for a new CSCWapplication or the description of an existing application is done. For the case ofuser interfaces, a precise description of this activity can be found in [Jac97].� On the basis of the structure of component calls de�ned or recognized in the �rststep, the architecture of interfaces is de�ned.For each interface, a precise informal speci�cation is written, since the existing ap-plication decriptions, manuals and documentation usually do not have the appro-priate form and contents to be directly used for translation into a complete formalspeci�cation. That was needed also in the example of Iris (see for example the in-formal speci�cation of the istruct functionality in subsection 3.2.5 which we wroteon the basis of the existing descriptions in [Koch95a, Koch95b, Iris96, Koch97]).� If the new or existing CSCW application supports cooperation between users con-trolled by rules of a social protocol, a formal or semiformal speci�cation of those60
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rules is created. As already mentioned, the speci�cation of social protocol rulesshould not be a part of the application speci�cation, but its contents has to beknown while specifying the application.If a CSCW application is being constructed from existing and already speci�edcomponents which also involve some kind of a social protocol, social protocol rulesof components have to be taken into account when the social protocol rules of thenew application are speci�ed. We suggest to use formal or semiformal speci�cationsof social protocol rules to decrease ambiguity as much as possible.� Sketches of interface speci�cations are made where the the actions, sorts and op-erations needed are identi�ed. The partition of the functionality to be representedeither by actions of interfaces or by operations of sorts completely depends on theconcrete example of application. Only a general advice can be given that the func-tionality depending very much on the contents of data structures could be speci�edby operations of sorts in the most convenient way.� Sorts are speci�ed in detail.� Interfaces are speci�ed in detail. If detected that the de�ned operations in sortsare not su�cient for the speci�cation of the interfaces, the operation de�nitionshave to be changed or additional operations have to be speci�ed. The last twosteps are repeated until the application is completely speci�ed.Generally, we use the top-down approach to create CADT speci�cations which ispartly combined with the bottom-up approach. The combination is needed:� in the step creating sketches of interface speci�cations, where lower-level local in-terfaces are described before higher-level local interfaces and the system-interface,� between the steps of the sort de�nition and the detailed interface de�nition asdescribed above.4.2 Tool supportA formal approach or method can successfully be transferred from the academic researchto practical use only if it is su�ciently supported by software tools. This is particularlytrue in the case of our method, since abstract data types and temporal logic speci�cationsare not easy to create and understand by users who have no experience with that kind offormalisms. To bring our method closer to practical use, the following tasks in di�erentdevelopment phases of a CSCW application should be supported by tools:� First, an editor is needed which would make the task of writing a speci�cation mucheasier. An appropriate solution would probably be a graphic editor where graphicsymbols for di�erent building blocks and logic operators would be available. The62



editor should also provide facilities for de�ning schemes (as described in the nextsection) and syntax checking. A user should have the possibility to choose betweentwo output forms of the created speci�cation: a graphical and a textual form (asavailable, for example, in the VERILOG OG Object Editor for the speci�cationlanguage SDL [Ver97]).Using LaTeX as in the example of this report, an output in the paper or postcriptform of high quality can be produced, but the speci�cation contained in the sourceASCII �le is, due to many LaTeX commands, time-consuming to write, not easy toread and hardly usable as an input to other tools (for syntax or model checking, forexample). For a simple syntax checking only, the GNU Emacs could be adapted.� If a CSCW application is being constructed from existing (and already speci�ed)components, it should be checked if a newly added component together with othercomponents in the speci�cation satis�es the required behaviour. This task canconsiderably be simpli�ed by using a theorem prover. There are several logicalframeworks with theorem-proving capabilities already available as, for example,Larch prover, Isabelle, HOL prover or Lambda theorem prover. They cannot beapplied on a temporal logic speci�cation written in DistTL without further researchhow the object logic (DistTL) can be represented in a meta-logic provided by astandard logical framework. Much work on representations (i.e. embeddings) indi�erent logical frameworks has been done for TLA (see, for example, [Lang94,Kal95, Busch95, Merz95]).� After de�ning a formal model of an implementation of a CSCW application, a modelchecker would be needed to check if the implementation satis�es the requirementsof the speci�cation. Not much research has been done yet to de�ne a formal modelof the implementation, but we estimate that Petri nets might be very useful tomodel concurrency and verify the implementation properties.4.3 Improving clarity of speci�cationsThe clarity of speci�cations could be signi�cantly improved by extension of CADT byfacilities for de�ning schemes. In the example of Iris speci�cation we identi�ed sometypical situations, where schemes could be used:� De�nition of sorts. Many sorts have very similar operations, as for example thesorts message, mbox, protocol message, user, doc info etc.They are based on di�erent sorts, but all have similar operations, typically \in-sert", \get" and \remove" related to di�erent parameters. A scheme for a sortde�nition could be used where from a generalized sort containing those operationsits specialization with concrete names and parameters is to be generated. A userwould only enter the name of the new sort, the list of sorts based on, and the63



lists of parameters and their types, but no laws which are assumed to be addedautomatically. \sort" may represent a parameter type of any sort.de�ne sort: sort namebased on list of sortsoperationsinsert (par1:sort,...,parN:sort):sort;... /* other insert operations */get (par1:sort,...,parN:sort):sort;... /* other get operations */remove (par1:sort,...,parN:sort):sort;... /* other remove operations */� Mutual exclusion. On the level of the system-interface, mutual exclusion is oftenrequired between actions belonging to di�erent local interfaces. For the sectionsfrom the action act1 to act2 of the interface i1 and from the action act3 to act4 ofthe interface i2, mutual exclusion can be speci�ed using the scheme:de�ne mutual exclusion between: (i1:act1() to act2()) and (i2:act3() toact4())� Only one instance of an interface active at the same time. That requirement isusually speci�ed by the laws (in the interface loc host info, for example):opening action ! : opening action until closing action;start _ closing action ! (opening action before closing action _ other actions);It could be replaced by the scheme:de�ne one instance active: (opening action, closing action) other actions (listof other actions)� Intialization of instances. Instances used in a local interface are typically set toan initial value by using the constant \zero" operation of the referred sort. Theschemede�ne init: (instance name 1: sort, ..., instance name N: sort)would allow a user only to enter the instance names and the related sorts. Theapproapriate constant operations could be added automatically.Introduction of schemes requires further theoretical work on formal de�nition ofschemes in CADT and identi�cation of more situations where a scheme can hide de-tails of some speci�cation parts from a user. Those situations can be identi�ed only bya detailed analysis of speci�cations created for real applications. As already mentioned,introduction of schemes requires also an appropriate tool support.64



Chapter 5Conclusion5.1 ResultsWe have suggested a formal method for speci�cation of CSCW applications and shownits use for speci�cation of multi-user editor Iris. We speci�ed the interface layer, someelements of the access layer for its central part - structure editor - and some externalcomponents. It has also been shown how a social protocol supported in a CSCW ap-plication can be considered in a formal speci�cation. Methodological guidelines for useof the method have been given and software tools have been identi�ed required to sup-port the use. Except the disadvantage that interfaces cannot be created dynamically,the proposed combination of CADT (Concurrent Abstract Data Types) and DistTL(Distributed Temporal Logic) has been proved as appropriate for speci�cation of Iris.5.2 Future workWe intend to continue the work described in this report in the following directions:� The method should be extended to provide the possibility of dynamic creation ofinterfaces. As a promising solution, we see its integration with an object orientedmodel.� Another extension is required to be able to specify real-time characteristics that isparticularly important for speci�cation of multimedia applications. The extensionmight be done by introduction of timed operations as, for example, in metrictemporal logic (MTL) [Koy90] or quality of service temporal logic (QTL) [Bow94],or explicit timer variables as in real-time temporal logic (RTTL) [Ost90] or TLA[Lam94].� Further theoretical work has to be done to improve clarity of speci�cations by in-troducing schemes. CADT have to be extended with a formal de�nition of schemes.In addition, transformations and corresponding algorithms have to be developed65



to generate a CADT speci�cation in the usual extended form (de�ned in chapter2) from a CADT speci�cation containing schemes.� Further study of cooperation based on a social protocol should be done in orderto determine how precisely rules of a social protocol can formally be speci�edand to what extent a social protocol can a�ect a formal speci�cation of a CSCWapplication.� As already described in the previous chapter, software tools should be developedto support the use of the method.AcknowledgementsMost of the presented research was done during my stay at Lehrstuhl Angewandte In-formatik, verteilte Systeme, Institut f�ur Informatik, Technische Universit�at M�unchen,as a visiting researcher under DAAD grant. I would like to thank Prof. Dr. JohannSchlichter and Martina N�ohmeier (Lehrstuhl Angewandte Informatik, verteilte Systeme),and Maximilian Frey and Dr. Holger Schlinglo� (Lehrstuhl Programmierung, verteilteProgrammierung) for constructive discussions and comments on relevance of the sug-gested method for CSCW applications or on its theoretical foundations.
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